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Abstract 

Empirical Bayes procedures in Time Series Regression Models 

by 

Ying-keh Wu 

Dr. Richard G. Krutchkoff, Chairman 

Department of Statistics 

(ABSTRACT) 

In this dissertation empirical Bayes estimators for the coefficients in time series regression models 

are presented. Due to the uncontrollability of time series observations, explanatory variables in 

each stage do not remain unchanged. A generalization of the reults of O'Bryan and Susarla is es-

tablished and shown to be an extension of the results of Martz and Krutchkoff . 

Alternatively, as the distribution function of sample observations is hard to obtain except 

asymptotically, the results of Griffin and Krutchkoff on empirical linear Bayes estimation are ex-

tended and then applied to estimating the coefficients in time series regression models. Comparisons 

between the performance of these two approaches are also made. 

Finally, predictions in time series regression models using empirical Bayes estimators and empirical 

linear Bayes estimators are discussed. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 General Description 

Most statistical procedures are designed to be used with data originating from a series of inde-

pendent experiments or survey interviews. The resulting data, or sample, X;, i= 1,2, ... ,T, are taken 

to be representative of some population. The statistical analysis that then follows is largely con-

cerned with making inferences about the features of the population from which the sample comes. 

With this type of data, the order in which the sample is presented to the statistician is irrelevant. 

With time series data, this is by no means the case. 

In econometrics, as in many other scientific disciplines, a research worker is constantly faced with 

the fundamental problem of arriving at an appropriate model for the explanation and hence the 

prediction of various economic phenomena. One main source of data used for such purposes is time 

series observations which have become increasingly available at various time intervals such as an-

nually, quarterly or even monthly periods. The main feature of time series observations which dis-

tinguishes them from other sources is their time dependence property. In order to make efficient 

use of such data, it is essential that we should consider dynamic specifications in both the 

deterministic part( or mean part; systematic part) and the stochastic part( or disturbance part) of a 
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model. We assume that a model is fully specified by the joint probability density of its dependent 

variables. The mean of such a distribution, which specifies only a portion of the model, will be 

referred to as the deterministic part, and when we are dealing with normally distributed variates we 

only need to consider their variance-covariance matrix which completely defines the stochastic part. 

Models which have a dynamic specification in the deterministic part are usually referred to in the 

literature as 'distributed lag' models; and those which have a dynamic specification in the stochastic 

part are called 'autocorrelated disturbance' models. 

To illustrate the problem more clearly, consider a research worker in the U. S. Department of In-

terior who is concerned with the relationship among household consumption Yr and other influences 

Xr (like income, asset holdings, etc.) and also previous c.onsumption levels Yr-i·-- with this latter 

relation reflecting how past consumption habits and patterns may influence present decisions. The 

research worker assumes that the relation is of the form Yt = ayt- I + Pxt + Et , where a and P are 

the unknown parameters, and Et is a random disturbance. In order to use this equation for pre-

dicting household consumption level in a given year for different months, the parameters a and p 
need be estimated. This is done by obtaining monthly data for twelve months based on the con-

sumption in the previous years. For different years, one might expect a similar relationship to hold 

among Yu Yr- I and xt . 

It seems reasonable that for different years the parameters will not be same. In certain years, factors 

that have not been considered in the model, such as interest rate, consumer price index, inflation 

rate, etc., would effect a different relationship between Yu Yt- i • Therefore, for different years, the 

parameters take on different values. Although these values probably change slowly, it is easier to 

consider the values constant for a particular run, considered here to be a year. Here we assume that 

the observations in distinct year are independent. 

The estimate of the parameters a and P for a given year, therefore, is a function only of the data 

taken from that year. Intuitively, it seems that a better estimate could be obtained if we use the data 

taken from other years as well as the present year. 
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It should be recalled, however, that the parameters themselves are different from year to year, and 

thus it is obviously not proper to estimate the parameters by pooling all the data. 

Let us assume that the values of the parameters vary from year to year in an unpredictable manner, 

in which they behave like random variables. If the parameters for each year are known, then the 

histogram might provide evidence for some underlying distribution for the parameters. 

The main purpose of this example is to show how additional estimates of the parameters can be 

used to improve the estimate in the present situation. 

The underlying distribution of the parameters will be referred to as a prior distribution. However, 

the exact form of the prior distribution will not be known to the research worker. In the empirical 

Bayes and empirical .linear Bayes approaches, the research worker does not assume any known form 

for the prior distribution of the parameters, but obtains the estimators by means of supplementary 

information from similar independent experiments. 

1.2 The Purpose of The Dissertation 

In this study we try to the employ empirical Bayes( EB ) approach to time series regression models 

(TSRM) which will be described in chapter 4. Notice that applying the EB approach to stochastic 

processes is quite different from applying it to classical statistics. Ordinarily, there is only one re-

alization (sample function) of observations available in a stochastic process, and the distribution 

of that realization is usually hard to find except asymptotically. Firstly, we need to justify the use 

of EB estimation theory for the TSRM which is a special kind of stochastic processes. 

Alternatively, we introduce another approach called the empirical linear Bayes (ELB) approach 

complementary to the EB approach. The ELB approach needs only the first two moments of the 
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coefficients ( treated as random variables ) to be estimated. The purpose of this study is to give the 

EB and ELB approaches for estimating coefficients in a TSRM, assuming the availability of a suf-

ficiently large number of independent past observations. 

In chapter 2 we describe briefly the EB and ELB approaches and show how they may be exploited 

in a linear stochastic difference equation. We then extend the EB estimation theory for non-identical 

but independent component problems in the multivariate normal case in chapter 3. In chapter 4 

we introduce the time series regression model and use it as an example, estimating the coefficients 

by invoking the results developed in chapter 3. We investigate ELB estimation theory and its ap-

plications in the next two chapters. In chapter 7 we discuss predictions for those models by utilizing 

the EBE and the ELBE we established in previous chapters. Finally, some conclusions and com-

parisons are given in the last chapter. 

1.3 A Review of The Literature 

In order to apply the EB approach to stochastic models, which was this studies' initial goal, I read 

Launer's dissertation (1970): 0 Empirical Bayes Estimation in Time Series" and Khoshgoftaar's 

(1982): "Empirical Bayes Methods in Time Series Analysis." Both of these have obtained some 

results in estimating coefficients in time series models by utilizing the EB approach similar to that 

of Martz and Krutchkoff ( 1969). However, Launer didn't investigate TSRM, while Khoshgoftaar 

concentrated his study on the frequency domain, rather than on the time domain. In this respect, 

Li and Hui published two papers ( 1983 a,b) using EB approach similar to that of Martz and 

Krutchkoff ( 1969) to estimate random coefficients of an ARMA model. The methods they used 

were simple and their estimates were of considerable improvement over the LSE or MLE. 
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In 1979 two German researchers, Bunke and Gladitz, applied the EB approach to identify (esti-

mate) random parameters in linear stochastic difference equations. However, they restricted the EB 

approach to a parametric version, (that is, assuming that random coefficients have the joint normal 

distribution function but with distributional parameters, such as mean and variance unknown). 

Their method, strictly speaking, is not an EB approach. ( This approach is called semi-empirical 

Bayes in Martz's dissertation (1967) and type II maximum likelihood in Good's book ( Good, 

1965). Bunke and Gladitz gave a complete investigation in convergence properties such as consist-

ency and asymptotic optimality for the estimators. In this study we shall generalize their approach 

by relaxing the known ( normal ) distribution to the wide sense distribution, leaving the first two 

moments to be estimated. 

In another paper n Empirical linear Bayes decision rules for a sequence of linear models with dif-

ferent regressor matrices" Bunke and Gladitz ( 1974)try to avoid the use of the consistent estimators 

for functionals (which include a relatively complicated density estimation ) in the EB approach, but 

suggest instead the ELB approach. The ELB approach originates from Griffin and Krutchkoff 

(1971). It turns out that ELBE is also asymptotically optimal. 

Since time series observations are different from the usual repeated sampled statistics, the classical 

empirical Bayes estimation theory cannot be applied exactly to the time series model. Thus, the 

modification of the theory such that it can be applied correctly must be the first issue of this study. 

To this end, the literature concerning empirical Bayes methods was surveyed. Some results devel-

oped by O'Bryan and Susarla (1975) can be adapted to those models. They weaken the restriction 

that the component problems need to be identically distributed. As one knows, it is not reasonable 

in time series regression models to assume that X (matrix of regressors) remains unchanged, since 

X is also a kind of stochastic process itself. By extending the results developed by O'Bryan and 

Susarla to the multivariate case, we are able to use the EB approach correctly in estimating the 

coefficients in a TSRM. 
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Appendix: 

Important results used in later chapters 

( 1) C0 - Inequality 

where X and Y are random vectors. For details see Loeve ( 1963). 

(2) Theorem 2.9 (Lehmann, 1959) 

Let <p be any bounded measurable function on <l .Jf ). Then 

(i) the integral 

k J <p(x) exp~~! 0/lj(x)]dµ(x) 

considered as a function of the complex variables 01 = ~1 + 111 (j = 1, ... , k) is an analytic function 

in each of these variables in the region R of parameter points for which (~" ... , ~*) is an interior 

point of the natural parameter space n ; 
(ii) the derivative of all orders with respect to the 0's of the integral ( * ) can be computed under 

the integral sign. 

(3) Chebyshev Weak Law of Large Numbers (WLLN): 

Let ~" ~2 , ••• be random variables , and let m,, and <Jn denote the mean and the s.d. of ~n • If 

<Jn-+ 0 as n-+ oo, then ~n - m,, converges in probability to zero . 

Corollary 
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If ~ 1 , ••• , ~"' ••• are independent and we define 

then ! cr~ = o(n2) implies that ~ .. - m,, converges in probability to zero . 
v~l 

( 4) Lemma ( Okamoto 1973 Ann. Stat. 763-765 ) 

Let ( Y1t ... , Yr ) possess for all Te N an absolutely continuous distribution w.r.t. the T - dim. 

Lebesgue measure. Further if there is a t1 e N U {O} such that rank [ (x1t ... , x11 ) I = q, then it holds 

that rank [ Zr I = 1 + q a.s. for T ~ max(tlt q + 2) . Here x1 is q-dim nonrandom vectors, and 

Y'o x' 1 

Zr= 

Y'r-1 x'r 

From the Lemma we can assume that Z' rZr > 0 . 
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Chapter 2 Survey of Empirical Bayes Estimator and 

Empirical Linear Bayes Estimator 

2.1 The Parameters Are Randomly Varying 

Essentially, a statistical model is an approximation of reality and, therefore, is subject to a number 

of misspecifications such as the exclusion of relevant variables, wrong choice of functional forms, 

etc. These misspecifications often lead to random parameters. Consider, for example, the regression 

of the quantity demanded of a certain commodity on its price. If time series data are used on these 

variables, it is quite likely that the price elasticity of demand will not remain the same over the 

sample period. Consider, also, the example of a regression relationship between savings and in-

comes of a sample of households. The marginal propensity to save is likely to differ for each 

household because of different average ages and wealth holdings. Thus, the assumption that the 

parameters are fixed for different periods of observation is restrictive and usually incorrect. 

Problems in system identification often lead, in their mathematical description, to a sequence of 

models with randomly varying parameters. For instance, in chemical plants the process parameters 

must be estimated periodically. In different, approximately independent, periods the corresponding 
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parameters may be different for several reasons, such as fret, repair, and changing outside condi-

tions. Sometimes, it is reasonable to assume that the changing parameters are generated by a ran-

dom source. 

2.2 Bayes Estimation and Linear Bayes Estimation 

As was showed in the last section, parameters may be at random in time series situations. The 

question now is how to estimate those random parameters when observations are available. The 

approaches we shall employ are the empirical Bayes estimation procedure and the empirical linear 

Bayes estimation procedure. 

Let (ft, X) be a random vector such that 

( 1) ft has a distribution function G (called the prior distribution) 

and 

(2) Conditionally on ft, X has a probability function f( x I ft ) of known form with respect to a 

er-finite positive product measure m . 

We want to estimate ft by some function t = t(x) under the squared loss function 

L(t, ft) = (t - .{!)'(t - .{!) 

To minimize the expected squared loss function of the estimate t : 

E ((t - ft)'(t - ft)) = E [ tr(t - ft)(t - ft)'] 

[ l] within the class of linear functions a + BX of X for given G, we have 

t(X) = E (ft) + cov(ft, X)(varX) - 1(X - EX) 
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and 

E [(t - ft)'(t - ft)] = tr [varrn) - covrn, X)(var X) - t covrn, X)'] 

[2] within the class of all Borel functions of X for given G, we have 

and 

-

t (X) = Em I X) = f MX I mdorn) J!tx 1 ft)dorn) 

* * E(t - ft)'(t - ft) = E [tr Varrn IX)]. 

Here, t(x) is called the linear Bayes estimator for ft , while f(x) is called the Bayes estimator for ft 

2.3 Empirical Bayes Estimator and Empirical Linear Bayes Estimator 

-Notice that if G is unknown ( in practice this is always the case ), neither t nor t• can be used di-

rectly to estimate ft . In such case, we need to consider the empirical Bayes and empirical linear 

Bayes approaches. 

Suppose that there are a large number N of independent versions of the component problem : ( 

ft;, X;) for i= l, ... N are ii d random vectors such that 

(i) the i!; have the distribution function G 

and 

(ii) the X; have the conditional probability density functionj{x I ft;). 

By observing X1, ... , XN which are ii d random variables with marginal pdf 
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j(x) = J!tx I ft)dG(ft), 

we can try to gather enough information about G to approximate 
-
t(X) = E (!!) + cov(ft, X)(Var X)- 1(X - EX) (a modest aim ), or f(X) = E(ft IX) (a more gran-

diose one). 

-
The methods that seek to approximate t(X) are called the empirical linear Bayes (ELB) approach, 

and to those that seek to approximate t'(X) are called the empirical Bayes (EB) approach . For 

further details see chapter 3 and chapter 5 . 

2.4 Different Procedures For Obtaining Observations 

In the literature of stochastic process there are two types of observational procedures that are 

commonly discussed. One either observes a single realization {X(u), 0 ~ u ~ t} completely over a 

fixed interval [ 0 , t ] of time, or observes n ( > 1 ) independent and identical copies of the process, 

each over the fixed duration [ 0 , t ]. 

It is almost impossible, as we shall soon discover, to obtain precise statistical properties of the usual 

estimators and to devise tests of hypotheses for a finite number N of independent copies of the 

process. Thus, our attention in this area has been mainly concentrated on obtaining the asymptotic 

properties of the estimators and on devising a test-statistics whose asymptotic distribution can be 

obtained. 

Corresponding to the two procedures of observation mentioned above, there are two methods of 

studying the asymptotic properties of the different procedures in statistical inference. When a single 

realization of the process is observed, the asymptotic properties are obtained as the period t of ob-
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servation becomes large. In the second situation, t is kept fixed and the number N of observed 

realization is allowed to grow to infinity. In this second situation, we do not face any major new 

problems since the classical theory of statistics for ii d random variables is still applicable. We shall, 

therefore, concentrate on studying the asymptotic properties for a single realization of a stochastic 

process as the period t of observation tends to infinity. It is for this reason that we need establish 

new empirical Bayes estimation techniques different from those contributed by Robbins ( 1956 , 

1964 ). 

There is still one more thing to be noted. Let us suppose that the observations are regarded as a 

single realization from some underlying data generation process. Unlike the second situation, only 

one set of observations can be obtained in practice. However, it is possible to regard the underlying 

data generation process as being capable, in principle, of producing an infmite number of realiza-

tions over that same period. It is on this basis that the properties of the stochastic process are de-

rived and statistical inferences made. Furthermore, we assume the existence of a population of 

stochastic processes and an underlying mechanism which generate independent parameters for each 

member of the population. Notice that we are not assuming the replication of a stochastic process 

with fixed parameters. 

There are many situations in which the previous assumptions might be valid. Consider, for ex-

ample, the problem of estimating the parameters of an economic time series. If the time series re-

presents the value of stock of an electronic corporation, then we might as well assume that this 

corporation is a member of the population of all electronics firms. 

We often find situations which assume that one single realization of a stochastic process is com-

posed of short pieces of several realizations, each with parameters different but similar to the others. 

If we need an estimate of a parameter over the whole range, the usual approach is to pool all the 

data together. However, since the pieces are not identical to each other ( due to the randomly 

varying parameters), the value of the parameter for a given piece will not be same as that of the 
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other pieces. Intuitively, it seems that a ' better ' estimate could be obtained by using all the indi-

vidual pieces, than by straightforward pooling. 

Here we assume that the values of the parameter vary in an unpredictable manner from piece to 

piece of the single realization, that means they behave like random variables. If the estimate of the 

parameter for each pieces was known, then the frequency of each piece might provide evidence for 

some underlying distribution on the parameter. In doing this we must assume that the situations 

for each piece are independent. There are many phenomena in which the previous assumptions 

might be valid. For instance, a single realization can only be observed over certain periods of time, 

and the time gaps between successive periods are large so that each observable periods may be 

considered as an independent realization. One such example of the above would be the amount of 

dissolved oxygen in a lake system which freezes in a long winter. Under this situation, the process 

parameters may also fluctuate for certain mean values from year to year. The entire history of the 

system should then be used in process model estimation. 

In view of this description, we see that it may be reasonable to assume that the parameters behave 

as random variables. We can, therefore, consider some unspecified underlying joint distribution 

on the parameters for which the unknown set of parameters for each year is an observation from 

this unknown distribution referred to as a 'prior' distribution. 

It is usually the case, however, that the exact form of the prior distribution will be unknown. In 

the empirical Bayes approach, presented in the following chapter, we do not apply the form of tµis 

distribution assumed to be unknown. Such an empirical Bayes approach, in the words of Robbins, 

" offers certain advantages over any approach which ignores the fact that the parameters are them-

selves random variables as well as over any approach which assumes a personal or conventional 

distribution of the parameters not just subject to change with experience" (Robbins, 1964 ). 
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On the other hand , in the empirical linear Bayes approach the researchers try to estimate the first 

two moments of the prior distribution using past independent pieces of observations by usual sta-

tistical moment estimation methods. 

.... 
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Chapter 3 An Empirical Bayes Estimation Problem 

WITH NONIDENTICAL COMPONENTS INVOLVING NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS ----

THE MULTIVARIATE CASE 

1. Introduction 

O'Bryan and Susarla (1975) discussed the empirical Bayes decision problem, where the component 

problems are non-identical in a wide sense. Specifically they exhibited the empirical Bayes proce-

dures when the component problem is the squared-error loss estimation of e, where e, a random 

variable, has an unknown distribution G on some subset of the real line, based on an observation 

X from fl. I 0), the univariate normal density with mean a0 + band variance cr2, where a :;e 0 and 

b and cr2 may vary with the component problem. In this chapter we attempt to extend their result 

to the multivariate case, namely empirical Bayes procedures are exhibited when the component 

problem is the squared error loss estimation of ,fl, where fl , a k-vector random variable, has an 

unknowri distribution G on some subset of the Rk, based on an observation X from Jt. I ft) , the 

multivariate normal density with mean A.fl+ band variance!: where matrix Akx1r (invertible), and 
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the k-vector band the covariance matrix Lkx1t may vary with the component problem. (hereafter 

referred to as the A - b - r component problem). 

In the empirical Bayes estimation problem there are sequences {A1},{b1} and {r1} of known quan-

tities where A1 is invertible and r1 positive definite for j = 1 , 2 ,. .. , and a sequence {rn1, X1)} of 

independent random vectors where the unobservable .!!1 are i i d G and, for .!!1 = .!!, X1 has density 

fl.. I.!!). With t,,(X,,+ 1) = t,,(X1> ... , X,,; X,,+ 1) a non-randomized estimator for use in the (n + l)st 

problem, its risk is given by 

(3.1) 

where E denotes expectation with respect to all random variables involved. With R,,+ 1(G) denoting 

the infimum Bayes risk in the A,,+ 1 - h,,+ 1 - r,,+ 1 component problem, the fact that 

(3.2) 

motivates the following definition. 

Definition A sequence of rules {q is said to be asymptotically optimal with order g(n) (denoted 

hereafter by a.o. (g(n))) for some function g(n) -+ 0 as n-+ oo if for some constant c > 0, 

(3.3) 

In the A,,+ 1 - h,,+ 1 - L,,+ 1 component problem, a non-randomized estimator based on X,,+ 1 = x 

which is Bayes with respect to G is given similar to Miyasawa ( 1960) by 

(3.4) 

where for j = l, 2, ... 
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I s -1 r, -1 p/x) = k/2 112 R" exp {-2-(x - A/). - bj) r.j (x - A/). - bj)}dGrn) 
(2rt) lr.jl 

(3.5) 

It is well-known that if!! and t 11 are Li vector random variables, then 

(3.6) 

so that in order to define {t11} satisfying (3.3), it seems reasonable to define t11 to be a natural esti-

mator of t 0 , 11 • In view of (3.4), such a t11 can be defined by ta.king the ratio of estimators of p',,+ 1 and 

Pn+i· The definition of these estimators and their expected mean squared errors are the subjects of 

the next section which discusses the more general problem of estimating p,, + 1 and its kth derivative 
-

fork= 1,2, .... Section 3.3 exhibits {t,,} satisfying (3.3) when G has support in (T1,T2h while section 

3.4 exhibits {t~} satisfying (3.3) when G has a (2 + y)th moment for some y > 0. 

3.2 Estimation of a Density and its Ith Derivative 

By Fubini's theorem for j = 1,2, ... , the characteristic function of k-variate Xj is given by 

Abbreviating A11 +1i b11 +1i "I.,.+ 1 and <p11 +1 by A, b, "I., and <p respectively for simplicity, consider the 

problem of estimation of p,.+ 1 and its /th derivative pfl,. 1 using X1i ... , X,. for I = I, 2, ...... Since 

JR1cl<p(t)ldt < oo, it follows (seep. 333 Billingsley ( 1979)) that 

(3.8) 

It immediately follows from ( 3.7) and ( 3.8) that, for any 0 < Mi < oo , i = 1, ..... , k 
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I k SM . T I (27t) Pn + 1 (x) - _ M exp{ - it x}<p(t)dt 

ks-M soo* T s;; (27t) [ _ 00 k + M exp{ - Ao,n+1t t/2}dt] 
k ook T 

where Ao, n + 1 = min root of "I.n + 1 ( 3.9) 

s;; 2(27t) JM exp{ - Ao,n+it t/2}dt 

s;; 2(2n)k exp{ - Ao,n+ 1MTM/2} 

where M = (M1, ••• , Mk), ook = (oo, ... , oo) ( k components) . (For details see the appendix at 

the end of this chapter ) . 

Since forj = 1, ... , n 

an unbiased estimator of J~exp{ - itTx}q>(t)dt based on X11 ... , Xn is Pn+i,M(x) where 

k" 1 n M T - I - IT T 
(27t) Pn+1,M(x) = 121~ 1 Re J-Mexp{t (AA1 "I.1A1 A - "I.)t/2} 

( 3.11) 
T -I exp it {b - x - (AA1 (b1 - X1))}dt. 

(q>(t) = Ex(exp it1'X) implies that exp {it7X} is an unbiased estimator of q>(t). ) Since each 

summand in ( 3.11 ) is bounded in absolute value by ci(M7M)ki2 exp{M7Mpn/2} where 

-1 -IT T Pn = max I roots of (AA1· "I.'JAJ A - "I.) I I 5.} s n 
(3.12) 

and c2 is a constant depending on k and M , the independence of X11 ••• , Xn yields 

A -1 T k T 
var <Pn+ 1, M(x)) s;; n C3(M M) exp{M Mpn} (3.13) 

where c3 = (2n)- 2kc1. Combining ( 3.9) and ( 3.13) yields for M; > l , i = l, ... ., k 

A 2 
lqb E<Pn+1,M(x) - Pn+1(x)) 

s;; 2cf exp{ - Ao, n+ 1MTM} + 2n- 1c3(MTM)k exp{MTMPn} 
(3.14) 
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Let/e{l,2, ... } .SinceJRkltJ <p(t)ldt < oo, 

where 

(/) 81Pn +I (x) 
Pn+1,s(x) = / 

axs 

and 

s = l, ... 'k 
- T t - (ti> ... ' tk) ' 

- )T X - (XJ, ... , Xk • 

Following a similar procedure it can be shown that for 0 < M; < oo, i = l, ... , k. 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

for s = l, ... ., k. This yields an unbiased estimator of p~f'J.. 1 ,.(x) with the integral truncated to the 

k dimensional hypercube ( - M, Mh and that for M; > 1, i = 1, ... , k 

(3.17) 

Remark 1 In case of simple identical component problems, that is , Ai = I, bi = 0, 

Li= !,j = 1, 2, ... , ( 3.11) becomes: 

(3.18) 
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where x = (Xi. ... ' X1c)' and xj = (X,j, ... 'X1cY 'and for I= 1 ( 3.16) becomes 

" 2 n 
P1n+1,s,M(x) = I, 

n(2rtl j= 1 

{ {l sin Mh(Xhj - xh) [sin MsCXsj - Xs) - (Xsj - Xs)Ms cos Ms(Xsj - Xs) ]}. (3.19) 

h =I (Xhj - xh) (Xsj - Xs)2 

hi's 

Notice that the estimators of components of p',.+ 1(x) are all closed forms in contrast to what occurs 

in kernel density estimation. 

Remark 2 In case of the simple component problem --- i i d but different sample sizes: 

A,. = m,,/, b,. = 0, :r,. = m,.!., n = l, 2, .... When {m,,} is a sequence of positive integers such that 

there exists some positive integer m such that m,, < m < oo and :r > 0 . This case would result 

when X is the sufficient statistic from a sample size m in the I - 0 - :r component problem. 

The following theorem establishes the consistency of Pn+ 1, M(x), and pf'i 1, M(x) . 

Theorem l If there exist constants A. and p such that 

A.o,j ~ A. > O for j = 1, 2, ... (A 1) 

where A.0,1 = min root of L1, and 

Pn :S: pA.o, n for n = 1, 2, ... (A2) 

and MT(n)M(n) = (p,. + A.0,,.)- 1 logn, thenp,.+ 1,M(n) andp~'t.i,M(n) for I= 1, 2, ... , are such that 

" 2 - - 1- k lllbECPn+!,M(n)(x) - Pn+1(x)) = O(n t+p(logn)) (3.20) 

and 

"(!) (l) 2 1 k+l 11ib EllPn+ 1, M(n)(x) - Pn+ 1(x)ll = O(n - I+ p ( log(n)) ) (3.21) 
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Proof See the appendix at the end of this chapter. 

When I= 1 , ( 3.16) becomes 

k", _ 1 n M T 1 IT T 
(27t) p n + 1,s, M(x) - nj ~ 1 Jo ts exp{ t (AA1 - !.1A1 - A - !.)t/2} 

(3.22) 
x sin tr(b - x - AA1- 1(b - X1))dt. 

Then with M(n) given in Theorem l, p,,+ 1, M(n) by ( 3.11 ) and p',,+ 1,,, M(n) by ( 3.22 ), defining 

" * " Pn + 1 (x) = tr (pn + 1, M(n)(x)) (3.23) 

" " P1n+1,s(x) = tr'(p'n+l,s,M(n)(x)) (3.24) 

where tr• and tr' stand for retractions ( i.e. truncations ) to [0,((27t)k I!.,,+ 1 I )- 1121 and 

[- ((27t)ke)- 112cr;; 1 l!.,,+ 11- 112, + ((27t)ke)- 1i2cr;; 1 l!.,,+ 1 1- 1121 respectively yields the following corol-

lary to Theorem 1 

; Corollary 1 Under the conditions of Theorem 1 

" 1 k l'ib E (pn+ 1C~) - Pn+ 1(x))2 = O(n- ""i'+'P( log n) ) (3.25) 

and 

(3.26) 

Remark 3 The rates mentioned above are better than those which has been obtained by using the 

kernel estimates of Cauculos (1966) (in estimating p and p' ). The reason that better rates are at-

tained is that we have exploited the fact that the density p is a mixture of normal densities. 
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3.3 An a. o. Sequence { tJt} with G in a Compact Subset of R" 

In this section assume that G has support in 

(A3] 

and, as in Section 3.2, abbreviate An+1> hn+1> and Ln+l by A, band L respectively. Recalling the form 

of ta,n from ( 3.4 ), it is immediate that 

where llA II denotes (tr AA 1)112• In view of the discussion following ( 3.6 ), define 

(3.28) 

where the ratio 0/0 is to be interpreted as 0, tr stands for retraction to [T1,T2]k, and Pn+l and p'n+i 

are defined in ( 3.23 ) and ( 3.24 ) respectively. 

In light of ( 3.6 ), Ellta,n - tnll 2 is of interest. From ( 3.4 ) and ( 3.28 ), it is bounded for 

0 < y < 1 by 

/\ 

qn+I,s(x) I, IT2 -Til}JY 
Pn+ 1(x) 

(3.29) 

where qn+ 1,.(x) = the sth component of An-+11Ln+IP'n+1(x) , and qn+ 1,.(x) = the sth component of 

A,.-+11Ln+ iii'n+ 1(X) . 

Theorem 2 Let (Al ), ( A2) and ( A3) attain and for some constants 0 < a. < a' and b' > 0 , 

assume that 

(A4) 
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and 

* °* :S: llAnll :S: a for n = l, 2, ... (AS) 

hold. Then for 0 < y < l, {tn} with t 11 defined by ( 3.28) is a.o. (n-~(logn)(k;l)Y). 

In the proof of Theorem 2 ( see the appendix in the end of this chapter ), the following lemma from 

the appendix of Singh ( 1977) will be exploited in bounding ( 3.29 ). 

Lemma 1 Let y, z and L be real numbers with z * 0 and 0 < L < oo . If Y and Z are random 

variables, then for all y > 0, 

where (a)+ = max{ a, O} (For the proof of Lemma 1 see Singh, 1977) 

JtY 
3.4 An a.o. Sequence { t 71.} with E ( l\ ~Ir ) bounded 

Since the results on the squared error loss estimation of PA'l- 1 did not depend on ( A3 ) , it is possible 

to obtain an a.o. {t~} sequence with a weaker rate for risk convergence under the assumption that 

(A6) 

for some y > 0 in place of ( A3 ). To obtain this rate of risk convergence result, the following 

lemma is required. 

Lemma 2 ( Susarla 1974 ) 
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For any a e (0, I) and P > 0,Pn+ 1(p(y) < p) :5: c'pa where c' 1s a suitable constant, and 

p(y) = JP2(y)dGrn_), with fJ2 a normal density. 

Proof See the appendix in the end of this chapter. 

Now define the empirical Bayes rule {t~} by 

* -1 -1 ,.. ,.. 
tn(x) = An+ 1(x - bn+ 1) + An+ 1Ln+ ,(p'n+ 1(x)/ max{pn+ 1(x), On+ i}) (3.30) 

where On+i(!O) will be specified in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3 Let (Al), ( A2 ), ( A4 ), (AS) and ( A6) hold. Define (27t)*lrn+ 1 lo~+ 1 = n-P for 

some P such that 0 < 2P(l + p) < 1 where pis a constant appearing in ( A2 ). Then the sequence 

{t~} defined by ( 3.30 ) is a.o. ((log n)i:\) . 

Proof: See the appendix 

Meanwhile the following lemma will also be exploited. 

Lemma 3 If ( A4 ), ( AS ), ( A6 ) hold, for a given o in ( 0, ((27t)* I Ln+i 1 )- 112 ), then 

E{llP'n+ 1(Xn+ 1)/Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1)11 21Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1) :s;; o]} 
'Y 

:>: c{log(27tlrn+ 1lo2)- 1)- Hy 

for some constant c depending on the constants appearing in ( A4 ), (AS) and ( A6 ). 

Proof See the appendix which follows. 
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Appendix 

( 3.5 ) 

1 s 1 T -1 P'n+ 1(x) = k/2 112 Rk exp{ - 2(x - An+ 1ft - hn+ 1) Ln+ 1(----)}dG(ft) 
(27t) 1rn+ 11 

Thus 

P'n+ 1(x) ---= 
Pn+ 1(x) 

- I P'n+ 1(x) i.e. E(!!lx) = An+ilx - hn+! + Ln+I ] 
Pn+ 1(x) 

(3.6) 

Rn( tm G) - Rn+ 1 ( G) 
. 2 2 = Elltn - ftn+1ll - ElltG,n - !!n+1ll 

= Elltn - tG,n + tG,n - !!n+1112 - ElltG,n - !!n+1'12 

= Elltn - tG,n11 2 + ElltG,n - !!n+111 2 + 2E(tn - tG,n/(----) - Ellt~,n - !!n+111 2 

= Elltn - tG, n11 2 + 2Ex1,. • ., Xn+I {(tn - tG, n)E~ [(tG, n - !!n+ 1) I X1' ··· 'Xn+ d} 
= Elltn - tG,n11 2 

( 3.9) 
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(27t)k1Pn+1(x) - ~J~M exp( - itrx)tp(t)dtl 
k ook (27t) T M T 

= (27t) I J _ 00 k exp( - it x)tp(t)dt - J- M exp( - it x)tp(t)dt I 
k 

= (27t)k I J ~ :k exp( - itTx)tp(t)dt + Ji: exp( - itTx)tp(t)dt I 
k 

~ (27tllJ~:k1 exp( - itTx)tp(t)ldt +Ji: I exp( - itTx)tp(t)ldt) 

~ (27t)k(J~:kexp( - tT"'f.t/2)dt + Ji:k exp( - tT"'f.t/2)dt) 

= (27t)k2Ji:k exp( - tT"'f.t/2)dt 
k ook T 

~ 2(27t) JM exp( - Amint t/2)dt 

( where Amin > 0. ( since r. : positive definite .) The last inequality follows from the following re-

lations : 

where Amax and Amin are the maximum and minimum eigenvalue of the matrix A respectively . ( 

See Rao, C. R. Intro. to Linear Statistics and Applications 1973 p. 69) ) 

kJ 00 Joo Amin 2 2 = 2(27t) Mi ••• Mk exp{ - - 2-(t1 + ··· + tk)}dtk ... dt1 

kJ 00 Amin 2 Joo "-min 2 = 2(27t) Mi exp{ - - 2-t1 }dt1 ••• Mk exp{ - - 2-tk}dtk 
- k 1/2 ;- 1/2 ;-- 2(27t) (27tAmin) <I>( - '\/Amin M1) ··· (27tAmin) <I>( - '\/"-min Mk) 

~ C1 exp{ - Ao,n+IMTM/2} 

where c1 is a constant depending on Amin and k and <I> is the standard normal distribution function. 

The last inequality follows from 

2 
<l>(x) ~ ((27t)1'2x)- 1 exp{ - ~ } for x > 0 

~ (27t) - 1'2exp{ - x 2 /2} for x > r. 

( 3.10) 

(z) 
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and 

T T 
<p(A1-I ATt) = exp{ - tTAA1- 1L.1A1-I ATt/2 + itTAA_J- 1b1} 

J exp{ itT AA1- 1 A1fl)dG(S1) 
(ii) 

From (i) and (ii), 

Hence 

Proof of boundedness of each summand of ( 3.11 ) : 

The absolute value of each summand of ( 3.11 ) is 

I S M1 SMk T - I - IT T T - I I Re _ Mi ... _ Mk exp{t (AA1 L.1A1 A - "I.)t/2} expit (b - x - AA1 (b1 - J<.j))dtk ... dt1 

S M1 SMk { T(AA-l't' -IT T 't' d d S: _ Mi ... _ Mk exp t j ""JAJ A - "-)/2} tk ... t1 

~ f~1M1 ... s~kMk exp{pntTt/2}dtk ... dt1 

= J~1M1 exp(pntf /2)dt1 ... s~kMk exp(pntf /2)dtk 

:::>: 2k(M1 ... Mk) exp{pnMTM/2} 
T 

s; 2\ Mk M )k/2 exp{pnMTM/2} 

= c2(MTM)k12 exp{pnMTM/2} 

where c2 is a constant depending on k and M 

( 3.13) 
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A A 2 
var(pn+t,M(x)) :S: E(pn+t,M(x)) 

= (n(27t)k)- 2 :£. E( Re[J'!1M ... J'!kM exp{tT(AAj- 1!jAj-trAT - !)t/2} expitr(b - x - (AA/ 1(bj -Aj))dt])2 
}= 1 ~ k 

:;;: (n(27t)k)- 2 I. E(c2(MTM)k/2 exp{pnMTM/2})2 
j=I 

= (n(27t)k)- 2nci(MTM)k exp{pnMTM} 

= n- 1(27t)- 2kci(MtMl exp{pnMTM} 

( 3.14) 

( 3.17 ) 

l'ib EllpA~ 1, M(x) - PA~ 1 (x)ll 2 

(byCo - ineq.) 

= l'ib Ell(~A~ 1, 1, M(x) - PA~ 1, 1). ···.~A~ 1, k, M(x) - PA~ 1, k(x)))ll 2 

= l'ib El.J 1 ~A~1, .r, M(x) - PA~ 1, .r(x))2] 

:;;: .rtl'lbE~A~1,.r,M(x) - PA~1,.r(x))2 
k A(/) M M (/) 2 = .r~ll'lbE(pn+l,.r,M(x) - J-M + J-M - Pn+1,.rCx)) 

:;;: 2 f lubE~A~1,.r,M(x) - J~M)2 + 2 f lubE(J~M - PA~1 • .rCx))2 
.r=lx .r=lx 

k A(/) k SM (/) 2 = 2.r~ll'ib varpn+l,.r,M(x) "':' 2.r~ll'lbE( -M - Pn+1,s(x)) 

k k -2 n k rM1 2 rM1 I 2 rMk 2 2 
:S: 2 L (n(27t) ) .L 2 [JO exp{pnt1 /2}dt1 ... JO ts exp{pnts /2}dts ... JO exp{pntk/2}dtk] 

.r=l 1=1 k 
+ 2.:I: [2kJ; ... J: r; exp{ - "-mintTt/2}dt]2 

l= 1 I k 
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k k f. M' 
~ 2(n(27t) )- 2 L n[2{(M1 ... Mk)-1 sl exp(pnMTM/2)]2 

l=l + 
k + 222kc4 'L M;(l- l) exp{ - AminMTM} 

s=1 
T 

~ c5n -1( MK M )k+l exp(pnMTM) + 22k+ lC(;(MTM)/-1 exp{ - AminMTM} 

where Cs and~ are constants depending on k , Amin• I and M. Note that I= 1, 2, ... 

( 3.18) 

1 n k expiMh(Xhj - xh) - exp - iMh(Xhj - xh) 

= n(27t)1'j~1 hl]1 i(Xhj - xh) 

l i, fl 2 sin M11(Xhj - xh) 
n(27tl j= 1 h = 1 X1ij - Xfi 

= 

Proof of Theorem 1 : 

(i) By ( 3.14) 

A 2 
l'ibE(pn+l,M(n)(x) - Pn+1(x)) 

~ 2cf exp{ - Ao, nMTM} + 2n - 1c3(MTM)k exp{pnMTM} 

= 2cf exp{ - Ao, n(Pn + Ao, n) - I log n} + 2n - I c3[(Pn + Ao, n) - I log n]k exp{pn(Pn + Ao, n) - I log n} 
- Ao,n - I k Pn 

= O(n Pn + Ao,n) + O(n (log n) n Pn + Ao,n) 
Ao,n Ao,n k 

= O(n Pn + Ao,n) + O(n Pn + Ao,n (log n) ) 
_ Ao,n k 

= O(n Pn + Ao,n (log n) ) 
__ !_ k 

~ O(n 1 + p (log n) ) 

(ii) By ( 3.17 ) 
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lqb Ell;~~ t, M(n)(x) - P~~ t (x)ll 2 

::::: c'5n - 1(MTM)k+l exp(pnMTM) + c'6(MTM)1- 1 exp( - Ao, nMTM) 

= c' sn -1<Pn + Ao,n) -(k+ 1)( log n)k+ 1 exp{pn(Pn + Ao, 11) - t log n} 

-1+1 1-1 Aon 
+ c'6(Pn + Ao,n) (log n) exp( - Pn + 'Ao,n log n) 

A.o,,, 
= O(n - !(log n)k+lnPnl(Pn + A.o,,,)) + O(n - Pn + A.o.n (log n/- 1) 

- Ao,n k+ l 
= O(n Pn + A.o.n (log n) ) 

I 
:=::: O(n - !+P( log nl+ 1) 

Proof of ( 3.27 ) 

From ( 3.4) 

P1n+1(x) -1 -1 --- = Ln+ 1An+ i[ta,n(X) - An+ 1(X - bn+ 1)) 
Pn+1(x) 

Thus 

P'n+ 1(x) - I II ( ) II ::::: 11rn+ 1 lllllAn+ tllllta,n(x)ll + llxll + llbn+ 1111 
P11+ IX 

:=::: 11r;_;1lll11A11+1llmax{IT1i, IT2i} + llxll + llbn+tlll 

where llAll = (trAA71112. 

Proof of ( 3.29 ) 

Ellta,11 - t1111 2 
k 

= I: E(ta 11 ,s - t11,s)2 where ta 11 = (tan 1 • ... , ta n,k.{ and similarly for t11 s= 1 I I I I t 

k . * 2 I 12 . * :=::: I: E [ mm{(ta,11,s - tn,s) , T2 - T1 }] (smce t11 := tr (t11)) 
s=1 

" 
:=::: £ IT2 -T11 2-yE [min{I qn+t,s(X) - qn+i,s(x) I, IT2 -Til}fY 

s= I Pn+ 1(x) P11+ 1(x) . 

where 
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and 

,.. - I ,.. 
%+ J,s(x) = the sth component of An+ 1rn+ 1P1n+ 1(x). 

Proof of Theorem 2 : 

,.. 

::;;: ~ IT2 - T11 2-r£ [min{! qn+J,s(Xn+J) %+J,s(Xn+J) I, IT2 - T1l})r (from (3.29)) 
s= I Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1) Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1) ,.. 

= ~ IT - T 12-rE (E [min{! qn+l,s(x) - %+t,s(x) I IT - TI} IX = x])Y 
2 I Xn+l X, .. .,Xn () () • 2 1 n+1 

s = 1 ' Pn + I X Pn + I X 

k 2-rr -y " r ::;;: L IT2 - T1I 2 Ex + 1llPn+1(Xn+1)I {£1%+1,s- qn+1,sl }) 
s=I n • 

+ ~ I rr - T 12 - r2rE {( I qn + l ,s 1 r + I T T I Y)£ I " I 'Y} s ~ 1 1 2 I Xn + 1 Pn + 1 2 - 1 Pn + I - Pn + I 

Let 

and 

Ii = I %+ 1.s 1r. 
Pn+I 

Then 
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k A -1 
11 = El L d,s(p'n+ 1,r(x) - Pn+ l,r(x)) IY (where drs = [An+ 1Ln+ drs) 

r=I 
k A 

~ L ld,slYElp'n+1r(x)- P'n+tr(x)IY (by C0 -ineq.) 
r= 1 ' ' 

~ f ld,slY(Elp'n+1 ,(x) - P'n+I ,1 2f 12 
r= 1 ' ' 

= f ld,slYO(n(1:1p>f(logn)(k+l>f) 
r= 1 

= O(n(- 1 l p >f (log n)(k+ 1>-f) 

and 

I %+ 1,s 1r = l I k d IY h = Pn + 1 I I y [ ~ rsP' n + 1, ,(Xn + 1) ) 
Pn+1 r-1 

~ f I drs I Y I p' n + 1,r(Xn + 1) I Y 
r=l Pn+1(Xn+1) 

~ f ld,slYUr;J1llY[llAn+1llT+ llXn+tll + llhn+1IW (where T= max{IT1I, IT2I}) 
r=I 

~ f ld,slYllL;J1llY(llAn+1llYTY + llXn+1llY + llbn+1llY) 
r=l 

Thus 

Rn(tni G) - Rn+ 1(G) 

~ f I T2 - T1I2-y2y Exn+I[ IPn+ 1(Xn+1) I -y {O(n - 1 l p ; (log n)(k+ 1>f)}) 
s=1 

k k 1 Y ky 
+ L I T2 - T1I2-y2y Exn+I[ IPn+ 1(Xn+ 1) I -y { L (B1 + B211Xn+ 1 llY)}O(n - J+"PT( log n)T)] = F(set) 

s=1 r=l 

where 

and 

- k I IY -1 y B2 - l: d,s llLn+ 111 < oo. 
r= I 
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k 2 'Y y(k + I) 
F = L I T2 - Ti! -r2Y Exn+i<IPn+ 1(Xn+ 1) 1-r)O(n- 2(1 + p) (log n) 2 ) 

s=l 
k 'Y ky 

+ L IT2 - ri1 2-r2rkB2Ex +1<IPn+1(Xn+1)l -yilXn+1f)O(n- 2(1+p)(logn)2) 
s=l n 

k 2 . 'Y ky 
+ L IT2 - T1I -r2YkB1Exn+i<IPn+1(Xn+1)l-y)O(n- 2(1+p)(logn)2) 

s=l 

'Y (k+ l)'Y 
= O(n - 2(1 + p) (log n) 2 ). 

This follows from the fact that E(pX+ 1(Xn+i)) and E(llXn+illYpn71(Xn+l)) are unifollilly bounded in 

n whenever llAnll, llhnll, and llL; 111 are unifollilly bounded which in turn is due to the support of 

G being included in [T11 T2]* (compactness). 

Proof of Lemma 2 : 

Let Z = X - .!i.+ 1 • Then 

llX - ftjll ~ llZll + 2ma 

where ft1 E [ - a, a)m : subset of Rm,j = l, 2, ... and X - N(ft, I). 

m 
Pj(X) = (27t)- T exp - (llX - ftjll 2/2) 

~ (27t)- ; exp{ - (llZll + 2ma)2/2} 

Let M be the minimum value of llZll such that the rhs of(•) ~ p. Since 

-bt 00 _ (1-b)u (m-2) 
e f0 e 2 u 2 du P[llZll > 2t) ~ __ . .._ __ m ____ _ 

22rc;) 
= e-bt(l - b)-; 

(by the definition of the Gamma function) for all t > 0 and be (0, 1), from(+) yields 
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p-aPn+1[p(y) <Pl!>: P-aPn+dllZll > MJ 
am 2 bt -m !>: (27t)_2_ exp{a(M + 2ma) /2}e - (1 - b)_2_ 
am -m 2 2 

= (27t)-2-(1 - b)_2_ exp{ -bM /2 + a(M + 2ma) /2} 

< oo for M < oo and 0 < a < b < 1. 

Thus we have proven 

* a Pn+ 1[p(y) < Pl < C P 

Proof of Lemma 3 : 

First we prove that P([p(y) < o)) is bounded : 

P[p(y) < 01 = P(p(y) < o) 
I T -I = P(((27t)klrl)- 112J e-2(y- fl.) 1: (y- !l.)dGrn) < o) (by Lemma 2) Is T -I !>: P(((27tllrl)_ 1,2e-2(y-fl.)1: (y-!l.)dG(!l.) < o) (by Jensen inequality) 

= P<S<Y - .!tlr- 1(-----)dGrn) > - 2tog((27t)klrl) 1' 2o) 
f T. -1 E (y - ft) L ( -----)dGrn) !>: - (by Markov inequality) 

- 2log((27tllrl)112o 
_,, E Amax ( (y - ft) T( ----)dGrn) . - 1 
""' - Amax denotes maxunum root of L 

- 2log((27t)klrl)112o 
Amax(Eyry - 2£y£(fl.) + Eil.~!11 2 ) 

= .....;.;;.~---------
- 2log((27t)klrl)112o 

Amax{Eliyll 2 + 2Ellyll(Ellft11 2)112 + £11fti1 2} !>:-------------
- 2log((27t)klrl)112o 

< M 1(log(((27t)klrl)1/2o)- 2)- 1 (by assumption £(11flll2+r) < oo and y > 0) 

Next 
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Since 

llP'n+ 1(Xn+ 1)/Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1)11 = llL- 1(Xn+ t - An+ 1!! - hn+ 1)11 
-1 ' 

~ llLn+ 1'1(11Xn+ 111 + llAn+ 11111!!11 + llhn+ 111), 

Ellp'n+1(Xn+1)/Pn+1(Xn+1)112+y ~ 11r;~1ll2+yE (llXn+tll + llAn+11111911 + llhn+111)2+y 
~ 2l+y11r;i1ll2+y(EllXn+1ll2+y + llAn+1112+yE11~112+y + llhn+1ll2+y) 

< M2 (by assumption(A4),(A5),(A6)) 

Thus [ G ] becomes 

'Y 
< M1E fl1n+1(Xn+1) ~ o)2+y 

'Y 'Y 
< M 12+yM2( - 2log(((27t)klrl)112o))- 2+y (E!Pn+1(Xn+1) ~ o) = Pfl1n+1(Xn+1) ~ oJ) 

'Y = c{ - 2 log(((27t)k Ir I )1'2o)} - 2+y 
'Y 

= c{ log((27t)k Ir I o2) - l} - 2+y. 

Proof of Theorem 3 : 

* Rn(tn, G) - Rn+ 1(G) 

= Elltn, a - t~11 2 
" = EllA-1 r (P'n+1(Xn+1) n+1 n+1 

· Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1) 
P1n+ 1(Xn+ 1) )ll2 

max{pn+ 1(Xn+ 1), On+ 1} 
" k ' (X ) ' (X ) .-- c* "t" E( P n + 1, s n + 1 _ P n + I. s • n + 1 )2 * - 2k2 2 """ ~ (where C = a.. "-1,n+ 1) 

s= 1 Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1) max{pn+ 1(Xn+ 1), On+ 1} 
* k -2 ' ", 2 

~ C L 20n+ 1{E(p n+ 1,s(Xn+ 1) - P n+ 1,s(Xn+ 1)) } 
s=I 

* k - 2 p'~ + 1 (Xn + 1) " 2 2 " + C ~ 20n+ 1E [( 2 ){(pn+ 1(Xn+ 1) - Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1)) + On+ 11Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1) < On+ d}J 
s-l Pn+1(Xn+1) 

( The last inequality follows from the following simple inequality : 

where [d < 1')] denotes the indicator function and a, b ( > 0 ), c, d and 1'1( > 0) are reals .) 
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* k -2 " 2 
~ C L 2on+ 1Exn+l(Exi. ... , Xn(p'n+ 1,sCXn+ 1) - P'n+ 1,s(Xn+ 1)) I Xn+ t = x) 

s=I 

* -2 p'~+ 1(Xn+ 1) " 2 + 2C On+1Exn+I{ 2 Ex" ... ,x)(pn+1(Xn+1) - Pn+1(Xn+1)) IXn+I =xi} 
Pn+ 1(Xn+ 1) 

* " + 2C IPn+ 1(Xn+ 1) < On+ ti 
* -2 k - - 1- k+ 1 

~ 2C On+ 1 L O(n I+ p (log n) ) 
s=1 

+ 2c*o- 2 ~ E {p'~+i(Xn+l) }O(n 1~1 (logn)k) n+ 1 ~ Xn+I 2 P 
s- 1 Pn + 1 (Xn + 1) 

* k p'~+ 1(Xn+ 1) " + 2C ~ Exn+I{ 2 IPn+ 1(Xn+ 1) < On+ ti} 
s-l Pn+1(Xn+1) 

1 
~ 2c* ((27t)k Ir I )npkO(n - l+P( log n)k+ 1) 

I 
+ 2c* 1((27tl Ir I )n 13kM20(n - !+P( log n)k) 

y 
+ 2c* c( log{(21t)klr I} - 10;.t 1)- 2+y 

p- _t_ k+ 
= M30(n t+p(logn) 1) 

I 
+ M40(n 13 - l+P( log n)k) 

y 
+ M50(logn13)- 2+y (where M3,M4 and M 5 are suitable constants.) 

y 
= O((logn)- 2+y) 

since by the assumption f3 - 1 < 0 . This completes the proof of Theorem 3 . 
1 + p 
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Chapter 4 Applications of Empirical Bayes 

Estimators to Time Series Regression Models 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we attempt to apply the theory developed in the last chapter to estimate coefficients 

in econometric models such as the dynamic linear regression models ( DLRM ). Since most data 

obtained in econometric models are time series observations, we do the estimation in two ways: 

one by assuming panel data (see Section 4), and the other by assuming one realization with inde-

pendent pieces. (see Section 2 and 3). 
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4.2 Empirical Bayes Estimation in the Multiple Linear Regression Model 

(MLRM) with Serially Correlated Disturbances 

The classical linear regression model, written in vector notation, has the form 

Yr= x'tii + e,, t = l, ... , T. 

A key assumption in the classical model is that the disturbances are uncorrelated. However, in 

dealing with time series, this may not always be reasonable. If the disturbance term is regarded as 

being made up of a number of omitted variables, then in a time series context it seems more than 

likely that it will exhibit serial correlation. Results to follow show that there is much to gain and 

little to lose by considering alternatives to the independent disturbance assumption of the classical 

linear regression model. 

The classical linear regression model can be written in matrix form 

y=XJi+e 

where y is a (T x 1) vector of observations on a dependent variable, Xis a (T x k) nonstochastic 

design matrix and e is a random vector with E(e) = 0 and E(ee') = <I> = cr2'1'. Autocorrelation ex-

ists if the disturbance terms corresponding to different observations are correlated, that is, if 'I' is 

not diagonal. Although this model can occur with cross-sectional data that are based on some kind 

of natural ordering, or are not drawn from a random sample of cross-sectional units, it is generally 

associated with time series data. In this case one needs to estimate the correlation of e, with itself 

over time, and since this involves T(T-1)/2 unknown parameters, some kind ofrestriction needs to 

be placed on 'I' . A common assumption that leads to a reduction in the number of parameters is 

that the e, are observations on a particular stationary stochastic process. 
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4.2.1 EBE in MLRM with AR(l) Disturbance 

The main attraction of handling serially correlated disturbances by the stationary AR ( 1) process 

is its ease of estimation. 

4.2.1.1 The Model 

The model with AR(l) disturbance can be written as 

y = XJ1 + e, er= pet- I + Ur, t = 1, 2, ... , T. 

where 

X= e = ( e1, ••. , er)' 

with assumptions: 

(i) Ip I < 1 (for stationarity) 

(ii) u, are i i d with zero mean and constant variance er~ . 

4.2.1.2 Estimation of the parameters 

From the above assumptions, we know that 
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E (ee') = cr2n = cr2 1 
u u 2 

1 - p 

p 

p 

T-1 p 

T-2 p 

T-1 p p 

Since the covariance matrix of e is nonspherical (i.e., not a scalar multiple of the identity matrix), 

the ordinary least squares estimator, though unbiased, is inefficient relative to the generalized least 

squares estimator by Aitken's theorem. The generalized least squares estimator (GLSE) is 

-
J3. = (X'fl- lX)- lX'fl- ly 

where 

-p 0 

-p 1 + p2 -p 

n-1= 0 -p 1 + p2 0 

0 -p 1 + p 2 -p 

-p 

If p is known, the GLSE can be easily computed and under normality of disturbance u, has the 

small sample property of minimum variance, unbiased and the large sample property of asymptotic 

efficiency. More frequently, however, pis unknown and must be estimated consistently by an esti-

mate p. Replacement of p with pin the generalized least squares formula provides a feasible gen-

eralized least squares estimator which is asymptotically consistent to J3. if certain regularity 

conditions are satisfied. 
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There are several alternative methods for finding estimators of Ji . They are, for example, the 

maximum likelihood search and the Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure, for details see Harvey 

(1981a). 

There are also several methods of fmding a consistent estimator for p when it is unknown, such 

as the Cochrane-Orcutt method and the Durbin estimator (see Fomby et. al. 1984 ). 

The large sample properties of the ML ( maximum likelihood ) estimator of Ji, p and cr~ in the 

presence of normal disturbances are unaffected by the initial conditions. The simplest approach is 

to take y1 as fixed. Taking the expectation of the matrix of second derivatives of Log L (L denotes 

likelihood function) yields a block diagonal matrix. The MLE of 13. is therefore distributed inde-

pendent of the estimators of p and cr~· Thus, asymptotically, ([, p, cr~)' has a multivariate normal 

distribution with mean (13.', p, cr~)' and asymptotic covariance matrix 

cr~(X'Q - IX) - I 0 0 

13. 2 - 0 
(I - p2) 

0 Avar ( , p, O"u) -
T 4 

0 0 2cru 
T 

Note that (X'Q- 1X)- 1 will not be identical, if X does not remain unchanged. 

Stating that a particular estimator has a certain limiting distribution acts as a guide indicating the 

approximate results which can be expected in fmite samples. That the conditions could be con-

ceived as holding as T-+ oo , however, is neither necessary nor sufficient for the asymptotic ap-

proach to be reasonable in practice. 

4.2.1.3 EBE of the Parameters 

Consider a MLRM (y, I X, ~} with AR( 1) disturbances where ~ = ([, p )' is a vector of parameters 

in our model. Suppose that there are n independent realizations of (yy> I XU>, f!U>} each with length 

0 and ft = ~u>, j = 1, 2, ... , n. Here the ~U> are randomly and independently drawn from a com-
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mon distribution G( ft ). The problem is to estimate ftU> using information from all n realizations. 

We can consider those realizations to be independent since the time gaps between successive periods 

is assumed large. 

Let yU> = (ypi, ... , y¥))'. Denote by ftU> = <fivY, pUJ)' an asymptotically efficient estimator of ft using 

only the information in yU>, for example, one of estimators given in subsection 4.2.1.2 . It is further 

assumed that G( ft ) is absolutely continuous. In the next paragraph an empirical Bayes estimator 

for ftv1 = (ftUY, pU>)' is obtained for large enough 0 and n . 

Since ftU> = <f101', pU>)' is asymptotically sufficient , for large 0 the Bayes estimator 

~01 = (ilv1', pv1)' given yu> under a squared error loss can be expressed as 

(4.1) 

It is kuown that for large 0 the asymptotic probability density for ftU> = (UU>', pUl)' given 

ftUl = (JiUl', pU>)' is 

where 

·Note that ftv1 I ftU> - N(ftv\ !iJi1), where it should be noted that !u> will not be identical for each j. 

Following the Miyasawa's result (see chapter 3) we have 

" " r '(e(j)) e(j) = ev1 + ! . J a -
- - U) "U) ' k<ft ) 

(4.3) 
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where /G(~W) = J j{~IJ) I fJ.U>)dG(ftU1) and /G'(~Ul) is the derivative of the marginal density /G(~Ul) 

evaluated at ftv1· An empirical Bayes estimator can be obtained if we replace /o(~) and /G'(~) in ( 4.3) 

by their corresponding consistent estimators (see chapter 3). Note that for sufficiently large 

'0, Lui can be consistently estimated by Iu1 which is obtained by replacing p1J1 and cr~ with p<J> and 

0-~ respectively. 

4.2.1.4 EBE for MLRM with AR(p) Disturbances 

The empirical Bayes estimator for the model with AR(p) disturbances when p > 1 can be obtained 

in a straightforward way as an extension of method of the last subsection under the corresponding 

assumptions. 

... 
4.2.2. EBE of MLRM with l\tIA(l) Disturbances 

The problem of estimating parameters in regression models with moving-average (MA) or mixing 

autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) disturbances is quite different from the problem of esti-

mating parameters by pure autoregressive disturbances. Estimating parameters in regression models 

with MA( 1) disturbances embodies difficulties which are not encountered in the pure AR case. 

4.2.2. l The model 

The model with MA( 1) disturbances can be written as 

y = XJi + e, e, = u, + au1_ 1, t = l, 2, ... , T. 

where y, X, Ji, e are the same as described in subsection 4.2.1.2 , with assumptions: 

(i) I a I < 1 (the invertibility condition) 
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(ii) u, are i i d with zero mean and constant variance cr~ 

4.2.2.2 Estimation of the Parameters 

From the above assumptions, we have 

(1 + a2) a 

a (1 + a2) a Q 
E( ee') = cr~'I' = cr~ 

Q a (1 + a 2) a 

a (1 + a2) 

since CJ~ = crU 1 + a2), p1 = 1 : a2 , p, = 0 for s ~ 2. For known a the generalized least squares 

estimator 

-
ft(a) = (X''l'-1X)-1X''l'-1y 

is the best linear unbiased estimator for the MA( 1) model. With normality, Ii becomes minimum 

variance unbiased (MVU) and hence efficient. 

For unknown a , which is the usual case , we estimate a by the sample autocorrelation coefficient 

using the relationship 

T"' "' L er x et-1 
t=2 

r1 =-----
T "2 L e1 

t= 1 

"' (e1:0LS residual) 

(i.e. a= 1 - Ji - 4rr ). 
2r1 
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Since r1 is consistent, a is consistent by Slusky's theorem. Note that I r1 I ::;: 0.5 since I a I < 1. The 

feasible generalized least squares estimator 

is asymptotically efficient in the presence of normality and nonstochastic X. Note that 'I' is 'I' with 

a replaced by a . 

There are also several alternative methods for finding estimators of Ji , see Harvey (198 la). 

Under certain conditions ( see Pierce, 1971 ) all the estimators asymptotically will have a normal 

distribution, will be consistent, and will have a covariance matrix that can be estimated using the 

inverse of the matrix of second derivatives of the log likelihood function. 

4.2.2.3 EBE of the Parameters 

Consider a MLRM {y1 I X, ft} with MA( 1) disturbances where ft = ([, a)' is a vector of parameters 

in the model. Suppose that there are n independent realizations of {y, I X, ft} each with length 0 
and ft = ftU>,j = 1, ... , n. Here the ftU> are randomly and independently drawn from a common dis-

tribution G (ft). The problem is to estimate ftU> using information from all n realizations. We can 

consider those realizations to be independent since the time gaps between successive periods is taken 

to be large. 

Let yvJ = (yf'J, ... , y~&/. Denote by ~u> = (llU>', aU>)' an asymptotically efficient estimator of ftU> using 

only the information in 2U>, for example, one of estimators given in subsection 4.2.2.2 . It is further 

assumed that G( ft ) is absolutely continuous. In the next paragraph an empirical Bayes estimator 

for ftU> = (JiU>', au>y is obtained for large Tu> and n. 

Since ~U> is asymptotically sufficient , for large 0 the Bayes estimator JZU> given yvJ under a squared 

error loss can be expressed as 
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It is known that, for large 0 the asymptotic probability density for ftU> given ftU> is 

where 

Note that ftU> I ft(JJ - N(ftU>, Lc.0), where Lui will not be identical for each j. 

Following the Miyasawa's result (see chapter 3) we have 

,.. ,.. r '(~U)) av1 = eU) + L .-1 a--=-_ 
- - (/) "(J) ' 

/a(ft ) 

(4.4) 

(4.6) 

where iu> is the estimator of L(JJ using aU> and cr2 ' /G(ftUl) = J fiftU> I ftUl)dG(ftUl) and f;;'(ftU>) is the 

derivative of the marginal density /G(ftU>) evaluated at ftU>. An empirical Bayes estimator can be 

obtained if we replace /G(ft(JJ) and /G'(ftU>) in ( 4.6) by their corresponding consistent estimators. (see 

chapter 3) Note that±(!} is the estimator of Lu> with aU> and CY~ replaced by aU> and cr~ respectively. 

4.2.2.4 Generalization 

The results of last subsection can obviously be extended to the models with ARMA( l, 1) disturb-

ances. 
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4.3 EBE in DLRM with Lagged Dependent Variables 

Most econometric models that are applied to time series data in economics are constructed in such 

a way that time lags play an important role in the relationships between variables. For example, 

consumption in one year varies not only according to the level of disposable income during that 

year, but also according to the level of consumption already reached in preceding yeel!s. Models that 

fit this general description are often· called dynamic and several -different types of specification are 

in regular use. Many of these come within the framework of statistical models that are well known 

in mathematical statistics, although the detailed specification of the econometric equations often 

raises new and intriguing problems for statistical inference. In this section, we will be looking at 

single-equation models with autoregressive disturbances and their empirical Bayes estimators. 

4.3.1 EBE of DLRM with Lagged Dependent Varia~les and 

Non-autocorrelated Disturbances 

4.3.1.1 The Model 

The general form of the lagged dependent variable model is given by 

G 
Yt = L a1 Yt-l + z't1. + u1 t = 1, ... , T. 

I= 1 ' 
(4.7) 

where the y1 are observations on the dependent variable y, the a1 are scalar parameters, z1 is a 

(K - G) x 1 vector of the tth observations on the (K-G) non-stochastic explanatory variables, '1. 

is the (K - G) x 1 vector of corresponding parameters, and u1 are the random disturbances. (Note 

that sometimes (4.7) are called linear stochastic difference equations). 
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Assumptions: 

(i) The u, are independent and normally distributed with zero mean and vanance 

cr~· (i.e. u ,..., N ID(O, c;2)) • 

(ii) All G roots of the polynomial equation in /.. 

G G-1 /.. - a 1/.. - ••• - a0 _ 1A. - a0 = 0 

are less than one in absolute value. (This is the requirement of dynamic stability) 

(iii) The following assumption guarantees the convergence of moment matrices of the non-

stochastic variables. Let 11 = 0, I, ... . The matrix 

exists for all 11 and is nonsingular for 11 = 0. 

( 4. 7) can be written in familiar matrix form as 

where 

y=XD,+u 

y' = (y1, ... ,yT), Jr= (a1.····aG,Yti····Y(k-G)) 

u' = (u1, ... ,uT) and 

Yo Y-1 ··· Y-0+1 z11 z12 ... z1(k-G) 

Y1 Yo ··· Y-0+2 z21 z22 ··• z2(k-G) X= 

Yr-1 Yr-2 ··· Y-o+r zn zn ··· zn.k-G) 
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Note that the total number of observations on Yt is T + G, not T alone. In what follows the pre-

sample values y 0, Y-" ... , Y-G+ 1 will be treated as fixed with all probability statements conditional 

on these values. 

4.3.1.2 Estimation of the Parameters 

Under the aforementioned assumptions we can obtain the following properties: 

(l) The matrix Q = plim(X'X/7) is finite and nonsingular and X'u/.J T is asymptotically dis-

tributed as N(O, cr2Q). (here Q = plim(X'X/1) is defined as the random variables X'X/T converges 

in probability to Q. ) 

(2) The ordinary least squares estimators ft = (X'X)- 1X'y and cr2 = u'u/T - k are consistent es-

timators of 11 and <Y2 respectively, where u = y - Xft is the residual vector. In addition, 

.j T (ft - !1) has a limiting distribution which is N(O, cr2Q- 1). For proof see Schonfelt (1971). 

(3) Under the normality of the u (disturbances) the ordinary least squares estimator of J1 is the 

maximum likelihood estimator conditional on y0 , ... ,Y-G+I· Thus the ordinary least squares esti-

mator of 11 is asymptotically efficient. 

Note that given a dynamically stable lagged dependent variable model the method of treating the 

initial conditions makes no difference asymptotically. Suppose, rather than having T + G obser-

vations, we have only T observations, the values y0, ••• ·Y-G+I not being available. We obtain the 

same asymptotic results of consistency, normality and/or asymptotic efficiency whether we drop the 

first G observations and run ordinary least squares on the remaining T - G observations or simply 

assign arbitrary values (possible zero) to Yo······Y-G+1· 

Moreover, in the lagged dependent variable model, unlike in the classical normal linear model, the 

distribution of y1 is not directly deducible. The reason is that the regressors xt are no longer 

nonstochastic. It is therefore necessary to apply Jacobian (determinant) techniques in analyzing the 

maximum likelihood properties of 11· 
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4.3.1.3 BE and EBE 

Consider a dynamically stable lagged dependent variable regression model { y1 I X, Ji} where 

Ji = (a17 ... , aG, y17 •.• , Y<K-G))' is a vector of parameters in our model. Suppose that there are n in-

dependent realizations of { y1 IX, Ji} each with length 0 and Ji = JiU>, j = 1, 2, ... , n. Here the il 
are randomly and independently drawn from a common distribution G( Ji ). The problem is to 

estimate JiU> using information from all n realizations. We can consider those realizations to be in-

dependent since the time gaps between successive periods can be assumed large . 

. 
Let yU> = (yy>, ... ,yif.&iY be the observations of the jth realization. Denote by jlU> an asymptotically 

efficient estimator of JiU1 using only the information in yu>, for example, one of estimators given in 

subsection 4.3.1.2 . It is further assumed that G( il) is absolutely continuous. In the next paragraph 

an empirical Bayes estimator for au> is obtained for large 0 and n. 

Since jlU> is asymptotically sufficient for large 0 the Bayes estimator jiu> given yU> under a squared 

error loss can be expressed as 

(4.8) 

It ts known that for large 0 the asymptotic probability density for 

·u1- •.> •. • •. '· u>· Jl - (ay' ... 'aw, y(/)1, ... 'YPi-G)) given Jl ts 

(4.9) 

where 

and 
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. 

YU) y!J) 0 -I 

y~ -1 y~ -2 

U) 
Y-G+I Z11 Z12 Z1(k- G) 

Note that J3.U> I J3.v1 - N(J3.U>, cr2Q<J) 1), where Qu>' will not be identical for each j. 

Following the Miyasawa's result ( see chapter 3) we have 

( 4.10) 

A A A A 

where fG(J3.U>) = J .fiJ3.v1 I ftU>)dG(J3.v1) and /G'(J3.U>) is the derivative of the marginal density /G(J3.U>) . . . 
evaluated at J3.U>. An empirical Bayes estimator can be obtained if we replace .fc,(J3.U>) and /G'(ftU>) in 

(4.10) by their corresponding consistent estimators (see chapter 3). 

4.3.2 EBE of DLRM with Lagged Dependent Variables and Autocorrelated 

Disturbances 

4.3.2.1 The Model with AR( I) disturbances 

The main issues which arise in estimating the lagged dependent variable model with AR( 1) dis-

turbances can be discussed with respect to the simple model 

Yt = UYr-1 + Pxt + et, t = 2, ···, T. 
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where 

(i) I a I < l, Ip I < 1 (for stationary). 

(ii) l4 - NID(O, cr2). 

(iii) lx,I ,< B, all t, and • 1 T-• fun -7 r x,x,+, = q, exists and q0 is positive. 
t-oo t= I 

The best-known of such models are the partial adjustment and the adaptive expectations models 

in econometrics. 

4.3.2.2 Estimation of the Parameters 

Although ordinary least squares has very desirable properties when e, is white noise ( i i d dis-

turbance, see subsection 4.2.1.2 ), it becomes less attractive in the presence of serial correlation. 

Since £( e1e,_ 1) * 0, e, and y,_ 1 will be correlated even in large samples. As a consequence the ordi-

nary least squares estimator is no longer consistent. 

There are several methods for obtaining the ML estimator for Q = (a, p, p)' which is always 

asymptotically efficient, for example, iterative Gauss-Newton (non-linear optimazation) method 

and Hatanaka's two step method. There are also a number of ways to obtain starting values for an 

iterative ML procedure for this model, for example, using the method of instrumental variables for 

estimating a and p, and then computing an estimate of p from the residuals in the usual way. 

Under the conditions given m subsection 4.3.2.1 the ML estimator for Q = (a, p, p)' is 

asymptotically normally distributed with a mean of Q and a covariance matrix equal to the inverse 

of the asymptotic information matrix IA (Q) divided by T. That is 

/\ /\ A /\ /\ 

Q = (a, p, p)' - N(Q, Avar(Q)) 

where 
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-1 

v 1 - ap 
" 1 Avar(0) = 0 

T-1 1 
1 - ap 

0 
l - p2 3x3 

with 

Here n is the same as given in subsection 4.2.1.2 and 

X= 

YT-1 Xr 

4.3.2.3 BE and EBE 

Consider a dynamically stable lagged dependent variable regression model with AR(l) disturbances 

{ y1 IX, ft } where ft = (a,~. p)' is a vector of parameters. Suppose that there are n independent 

realizations of {yp> I XU>, _!lUJ} each with length 0 and ft = ftUl,j = l, 2, ... , n. Here the _!lUJ are ran-

domly and independently drawn from a common distribution G( ft ). The problem is to estimate 

ftv1 using information from all n realizations. We can consider those realizations to be independent 

since the time gaps between successive periods can be considered large. 

Let yv1 = (yy>, ... , y~oy be the jth realization of observations. Denote by QU> an asymptotically ef-
' 

ficient estimator of _!lto using only the information in yU>, for example, one of estimators given in 
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subsection 4.3.2.2 . It is further assumed that G( ft) is absolutely continuous. In the next paragraph 

an empirical Bayes estimator for ftUJ = (aU>, pu>, pU>)' is obtained for large 7j and n. 

Since ~u> is asymptotically sufficient , for large 7j, the Bayes estimator HU> = (aU>, pu>, pU>)' given 

yu> under a squared error loss can be expressed as 

( 4.11) 

It is known that for large 7j the asymptotic probability density for ~u> = (aU\ pu>, pU>)' given 

eU) = ( Ul AU) Ul)' • _ a , I-' , p ts 

where 

1 -1 

v(J) 1 - aU>p'J) 
!.(}) = 1 0 

T-1 1 1 
1 - aU>p(J) 

0 
1 - p(J)2 3 x 3 

and 

Note that ~uJ I ftU> - N(9U>, !ui), where !u1 will not be identical for each j. 

Following the Miyasawa's result (see chapter 3) we have 
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where /G(ft01) = J .f(ftU> I JZU>)dGrnU>) and /G'(ftUl) is the derivative of the marginal density /G(ftUl) 

evaluated at ftUl. An empirical Bayes estimator can be obtained if we replace /G(ft) and /G'(ft) in ( 4.13) . 
by their corresponding consistent estimators (see chapter 3). Note that Lul is obtained from r 01 by 

replacing the corresponding sample estimates. 

The empirical Bayes estimator for the more general model of a dynamically stable lagged dependent 

variable with AR( 1) disturbances can be obtained in a straightforward way as an extension of the 

method of the last subsection under the corresponding assumptions. 

4.3.2.4 The model with ARMA disturbances and its EBE 

In more general formulations of dynamically stable lagged dependent variable models, the dis-

turbances are generated by an ARMA (p,q) process. However, the main principles involved in es-

timating such models can be illustrated by taking the simple model 

Yt = UYt-1 + Px, + u, + eut-1 t = l, 2, ... 'T 

allowing the disturbance term to follow an MA(l) process, when u, is distributed as NID(O, cr2). 

This model which was an alternative form of the Koyck or geometric distributed lag model falls 

within the class of ARMAX models. 

The maximum likelihood estimator for ( a, p, 0 ) can be obtained if the Gauss-Newton iterative 

method is employed, where the initial consistent estimators of a and p can be obtained by the 

method of instrumental variables, and the residuals used to construct a consistent estimator of e 
usmg 
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where r1 = 

T • • L u1u1_ 1 
t-1 " - r , and u, are residuals. 
L~2 
t= 0 t 

Now we can find the EBE for this model in a manner similar to that given in subsection 4.3.2.3 . 

4.4 EBE in TSRM with Panel Data (Temporal Cross-section Data) 

Linear regression models with coefficients regarded as random variables have very wide applica-

bility in the analysis of economic, sociological, biological and industrial panel data. Traditionally, 

interest has been centered ~ainly on estimating the distributional parameters ( sometimes called 

'hyper' or 'secondary' parameters) of the random coefficients. (see Swamy 1971and1974). In this 

section we exploit the EB approach to discuss the random coefficient TSRM model as it is applied 

to panel data in a time series context. In this regard, only two papers have been found ( see Li and 

Hui 1983 a&b ). They just mentioned the use of the EB approach to estimate random coefficients 

in the ARMA model. Our main interest is to use all 'past' information to estimate the current in-

dividual parameters, in an optimal way. 

In such a problem, we typically have a panel of short time series, e.g., growth curves of plants or 

animals, or annual observations on some economic indicator from various regions of a country. It 

seems reasonable to suppose that the time series parameters across the individual units may be 

random samples from some population. 
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4.4.1 EBE in TSRM with non-autocorrelected disturbances 

4.4.1.l The Model and Estimation of the Parameters 

Consider the following dynamic linear regression model with lagged dependent variables used to 

analyze a time series of cross-sections 

k-1 G 
Ytt = Pm+ l: 8utzk1t + l: YtgYt(t-g) + Utt i = 1, ... , n; t = l, ... , Ti. 

k=O g=I 

or in matrix form 

where 

Xi= 

and 

Yi = X1ili + ui i = l, ... , n 

Yt = (ylli ... ,yiT)'• 

Z(k - I )it YiO 

Zoi2 ZJi2 Z(k - I )i2 Yi! 

Yi(l -G) 

Yt(2-G) 

1 ZoiT; zliT; ... z(k-l)IT; Yi(T; -1) ··· Yi(T; -G) 

lit = (Pm. oio• ···, oi(k-1)' Y11, ··· , Yw)', 
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Suppose we have independent observations on the y's and z's for n individual units taken over T; 

periods. The individual units here may be finns, consumers, communities or regions. The subscript 

i refers to an observation on an individual unit, while the subscript t refers to an observation for a 

year. 

We assume 

(I) U;t - N(O, cr2), i = I, 2, ... n; t = 1, ... Ti where cr2 is a known constant variance. 

(2) a = CP,u. O,u •.•. ' oi(k-1)> Yil' ... ' YIG)' is a realization in the ith individual of the random vector 

Jl with unknown and unspecified prior distribution G ( Jl ). 

(3) The model is dynamically stable for each i, i = l, .... .,n . 

. 
Let 11 denote the least square or maximum likelihood estimator using only the information in y; 

and x;, (see EBE in MLRM). In addition, we know that for each i, i = l, ... .,n . 
. 

(i) a is consistent 

(ii) .JT; (a - Jl;) - N(O, cr2Q;- 1) (asymptotically) where Q; = plim xix;. 
I 

4.4.1.2 Bayes Estimators for the Coefficients 

. 
Let us consider estimating LL with a squared error loss. Since LL is an asymptotically sufficient 

statistic for !i in the ith individual unit the Bayes estimator for Ji , under a squared error loss, can 

be expressed as 

(4.15) 

The Bayes risk incurred in using jL is given by 

,.. 
E(llJ - Jli)'(llJ - Jli) = E tr var (Jli I Jli). (4.16) 

From (ii) in last subsection, we have 
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where p=K+G. 

Now 

or 

or 

Thus 

A 

E<il1 I U1) = I G(U1) - Is MU I J1)dG(J1) 

= ~ + (cr-2Q1)-1/G(~)-1f a.f(il;lil;) dG(il1) 
ail; 

A 

(4.18) 

( 4.19) 

The last equality follows by interchanging integration and differentiation (see Theorem 2.9 of 

Lehmann (1959)). That is, the Bayes estimator exhibits as 

A 
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where we have let 

. 
be the vector derivative of the marginal density /G(Ji) . 

4.4.1.3 EBE for Ji, 

. 
Since the prior distribution G(ft) is not known in practice, the marginal density f;(fi,,) appearing in . . 
(4.20) cannot be used directly. By estimating/G(Ji,) and/G'(Ji,) consistently, however, we obtain an . . 
empirical Bayes estimator for Ji,. If we let .fn(Ji,) and .fn'(Ji,) represent consistent estimators for . . 
/G(Ji.) and/G'(Ji,) respectively, then the empirical Bayes estimator for .fi.+ 1 is given by 

~ - ~ + cr2Q-1 fn+1'<ftn+1) 
Un+! - Un+! n+1 (4.21) 

fn+ 1<ftn+ 1) 

which provides a consistent estimator for the Bayes estimator given by (4.20). It can be shown (see 

chapter 3) that the risk obtained in using (4.21) converges to the Bayes risk associated with (4.20) . . 
as n, the number of individual units, tends toward infinity. By estimating f;(Ji,) and f G(li,) con-

sistently we by-pass exact knowledge of G(ft ) thus fonning the empirical Bayes estimator for Ji, . 

. . 
Consider now the situation in which (fti.J11), ••• ,(Ji,,Ji,), ... is a sequence of independent pairs of . 
random p ( = K + G) vectors, where Ji is the maximum likelihood estimator of il; in ith individual . 
unit. Since the {i; are known, the estimates il are distributed according to the marginal density . . . 
/G(il) which is equal to J Jtil I il)dG(ft) . We can then use the sequence of estimates {Ji; i= l, .... ,n} . 
to estimate f;(jl). Following (3.11) in chapter 3 we obtained the EBE of ft . Note that . . 
J1, I J1, "' N(il,,, cr2Qn- 1). Thus {11,} are not identically distributed (since Qi varies with j), unlike the 

situation considered by Martz and Krutchkoff (1969). However, their results still hold if the se-. 
quence {Ji,} are independent (see chapter 3). 
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4.4.2 EBE in TSRM with autocorrelated disturbances 

This case is similar to the DLRM with autocorrelected disturbances given in section 4.3.2 , and 

thus will not be repeated here. 
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Chapter 5 Empirical Linear Bayes Estimator 

5.1 Introduction 

In contrast with Bayes estimation which assumes that parameters are random variables distributed 

with some known distribution function G, the linear Bayes estimation uses only the first two mo-

ments of distribution known. The linear Bayes estimator of the parameters turns out to be an el-

ementary function of these two moments only. In the empirical linear Bayes (ELB) approach, we 

attempt to find estimators of those two moments using past independent experiments. In 1971, 

Griffin and Krutchkoff first used such kind of EBE, called the linear optimal estimates to solve the 

problem of estimating the binomial parameter, since there is no EBE for that situation. 

As we shall see, when the prior G is normal, the Bayes estimator and the linear Bayes estimator 

coincide. We anticipate that LBE will be a 'good' linear approximation to Bayes Estimator when 

G is not normal. In engineering and econometrics, LBE has been used rather frequently since G, 

although it is unknown, is commonly specified as a wide sense distribution function. 
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5.2 Linear Bayes Estimation 

Let ft be q-dim random vector and Y be k-dim random vector. The Bayes estimator is E (ft I Y) 

outlined in Chapter 3 is indeed the best with respect to the mean-square loss function. However, 

E (ft I Y) is a nonliear function of Y (for the general case), and it is often difficult to obtain this exact 

relationship. Since very oftenfivCft, Y) is not available, the £(ft I Y) may not be achievable either. 

Consequently we shall do the next best thing and introduce a constraint that ft(Y) has a linear form 

in Y . That is, 

" !!(Y) = AY + b (5.1) 

where A is an q x k matrix and b is a q-dim vector. With the constraint ( 5.1 ), we have a risk 

function which looks like 

E lift - AY - bll 2 = E(ft - AY - b)'(ft - AY - b) (5.2) 

Now we can choose A and b ( unknown constant quantities ) such that ( 5.2 ) is minimized. Let 

us denote the optimal values of A and b as A0 and b0 respectively , then E (ft I Y) shall be given by 

J!(Y) = A0Y + b0 (5.3) 

To minimize the risk function given by ( 5.2 ), we shall calculate A0 and ho in the usual manner by 

setting 

:b Ellft - AY - bll 2 = :b E(ft - AY - b)'(----) = 0 

_q_Ellft - AY - bll 2 = _q_E(ft - AY - b)'(----) = O a A a A · 

Without any loss of generality, assume temporarily that ft and Y have zero mean. From the first 

equation, we find: 
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b0 = O 

and, from the second, 

Ao = ErnY)[E(YY'))- 1 = covrn, Y)(varY)- 1 (5.4) 

because ft and Y were assumed to have zero mean. Hence 

_e(Y) = covrn, Y)(varY)- 1Y. (5.5) 

Now if ft and Y do have nonzero mean, the random vector ft - ml! and Y - mv has zero means. 

Applying ( 5.5) yields 

ft(Y) - mft = covrn, Y)(varY)- 1(Y - my) (5.6) 

' or, equivalently, 

!:! = m2 + cov(ft, Y)(varY)- 1(Y - my). 

This is the multivariate result for LBE (see chapter 2). 

5.3 Orthogonality Principle 

In this section we shall assume, without loss of generality, that all parameters have zero mean, 

unless specified otherwise. For example, if the mean of ft is non-zero, then we shall introduce a new 

random variable ft" = ft - ml! which will have zero mean (as in the previous section). 

The concept of orthogonality is extremely important in the theory of linear Bayes estimation. (or 

linear mean-square estimation). We shall show that the orthogonality principle will serve as a nee-
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essary and sufficient condition that the linear Bayes estimate :!:! be optimal. The orthogonality 

principle states that if the measurement Y is orthogonal to the error e = ~ - :!:! , i.e. 

E lrn - mY'] = E(eY') = 0 (5.7) 

then the estimate :!:! is the best linear mean-square estimate. 

Definition An estimate :!:! is optimal if it is the best linear mean- square estimate. 

Let H be a vector space generated by the set of all random variables X such that 

E(X) = 0 and £1Xl 2 < oo 

and the random variables X1 and X2 are equivalent if £1 X1 - X2 I 2 = 0. Note that I XI denotes 

vector norm of X . 

We can assume without any loss of generality that the random variables are real. Thus the inner 

product 

(i!, Y) = E (ftY) (5.8) 

and 

(5.9) 

Let M denote the subspace of H generated by X1, ••• , X" assumed to be linearly independent. Then 

H can be decomposed into the direct sum of Mand M+: 

That is, every vector ~ belonging to H is given by: 
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where Jl.1 EM and Jl.2 EM+ . Note that we say M and M+ are orthogonal to each other. 

Recall that the projection of ft denoted by Pon Mis given by: 

Pft = llt 

and the projection of ft denoted by Q on M+ is given by: 

Qft = ll.2 

where 

p + Q =I 

and I is the identity operator. Note that (n1,.ni) = E(n1n 2) = 0. 

Theorem 1 Let ft be a variable in H, and let Z be a vector in M. Then 

lift - Zli~.m. = E [(!! - Z)'(ft - Z)] 

attains its minimum if and only if 

Z = Pft. 

Proof For any ft EH, we have 

ft= llt + ll.2 

where n1 EM, Jl2 EM+, and n1 = Pft, Jl2 = (/ - P)ft. Now 

lift - Zll~.m. = E (ft - Z)'(ft - Z) 
(5.11) 

= E {[(ft - ll.1) + (n - Z)]'[(!! - ll.1) + (n1 - Z)]}. 
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In the above equation ft - n. is orthogonal to M, i.e. ft - n. E Af + ' while n .. Z, n. - z are all 

members of M. Utilizing these facts in ( 5.11 ) yields: 

0 2 2 2 II_ - Zllq.m. = lift - n1 liq.m. + 11111 - Zllq.m. (5.12) 

It is obvious that 

lift - Zli~.m. ~ lift - n1 li~.m. (5.13) 

since lin1 - Zli~.m. ~ 0. Thus, the inequality in ( 5.13) becomes an equality if and only if 

Z = n1 = Pft. 

This completes the proof. 

Assume that we have received m measurements that are linearly independent, say, the random 

vectors Y1, ... , Ym . Let M be the vector space spanned by the set of all linear combinations of 

Y., ... , Ym. According to the theorem, lift - Zll~.m. is minimized if and only if 

Z = PfteM. 

Thus, Z can be written as the linear combination of Y., ... , Y,,, , which means that Z is optimal. 

Remark I Let Y., ... , Ym be the measurement vectors (observations), let M denote the vector 

space generated by these measurement vectors. Then vector !! is an optimal estimate of ft if and 

only if ft• is the projection of ft onto M. 

Remark 2 The vector ft. is an optimal estimate of ft if and only if the error e = ft - !! is 

orthogonal to the observation vectors Y., ... , Ym ,i.e., 

£[(ft - mY'1) = E[eY'1] = 0 for i = l, ... , m. 
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Note that Remark 2 follows from Remark 1, because if!! is the projection of ft onto M, then 

ft-!!eM+. 

5.4 Empirical Linear Bayes Estimation (ELBE) 

Using ( 5.6 ), let 

* * -I Q = ft (Y) = mft + cov(ft, Y)(varY) (Y - my) 

Specifically, assume that 

y ,.., WS(Aft, cr2r) i.e. y = Aft + §., §. ,.., WS(O, cr2r) 

ft ,.., WS(!!, 7) i.e. ft = !! + y, y ,.., WS(O, 7) 

where A, r are known, and §. and v are uncorrelated. 

Now 

covrn, Y) = cov(u + .Y, Au + Ay + §.) = TA' 

and 

varY = var(Au. + Ay + li) = ATA' + cr2r. 

Thus 

By matrix manipulation, it holds that 
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'fJ.* = (cr2T-1 + A'L-IA)-l(A'r-ly + cr2T-1.I!) 

= (cr2T- 1 + A'r- 1 A)-\A'r- 1 Aft + cr2T- 1.I!) 

where ft is the generalized least square estimator of the model Y = Aft + §.. 

Theorem 2 .f is the linear Bayes estimator for ft , and 

R(rt, Q*) = R(rt, fo - tr{Q(T + Q) - tQ} 

" R(rt, ft) = tr{Q} 

(5.14) 

where Q = (cr- 2A-r- 1A)- 1 and 7t denotes any distribution with the specified first two moments. 

Thus R(rt, .Q) < R(rt, ft) . 

Proof: (i) From (5.14), we know that 

is the linear Bayes estimator for ft, which follows from ( 5. 7 ). 

(ii) By definition, we have 

" J\ 2 
R(rt, ft) = lift - ftllq.m. 

= ll(A'(cr2r)- 1A)- 1A'(cr2r)- 1 Y - ftll~.m. 

= E tr [(A'(cr2r)- 1A)- 1A'(cr2r)- 1li£(cr2r)- 1A(A'(cr2r)- IA)- I] 

= tr (A'(cr2r)- 1A)- 1 = tr Q 

(iii) Let d = (cr2r- 1 + A'r- 1A), then 
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* * 2 R(rt, .Q ) = 11.Q - ~llq.m. 

= lld- 1(A'r- 1Aft + cr2T- 1u) - (!! + Y)ll~.m. 

=lid - 1[A'r- 1Aft + cr2T- 1a - (dy.) - (dy)]li~.m. 

= lid - 1[A'r- 1s - cr2T- 1 yJ11~.m. 

= tr Ed - I(A'r- t~~r- 1 A + cr2yv'T- 1cr2)(d - I)' 

= tr cr2d - 1(A'r- 1A + cr2T- 1)(d - 1)' 

= tr cr\d - I) 

= tr T(Q + T) - 1 Q 

= tr Q - tr Q(Q + T)- 1Q. 

Thus R(rt, ft) > R(rt, .Q') since tr Q (Q + T)- 1Q > 0. 

If the prior parameters !!, T, cr2 and L are unknown, then the LBE .Q' is not applicable. However, 

if there are earlier observations and the component problems occur independently, we can attempt 

to estimate those prior parameters from the data. Let us assume that we have, additionally, inde-

pendent observations from N experiments: 

~1:Y1 = (Y11. Y12• ... , Y1m 1) 

!h: Y2 = ( Y21. Y22• ... , Y2m2) 

~N:YN = (YNJ, Ym, ... 'YNmN) 

with 
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Y1 = A;~ + gi A;: known m1 x q matrix. 

~ - WS(O, cr2r;) r,: known m; x mi matrix. 

!! = JJ + YJ, i = 0, l, ... , N. 

Yi - WS(O, 7) 

Furthermore, {Y;, fu, i = 0, l, ... } is a set of independent random vectors . 

Now we attempt to use these data to estimate the prior parameters y, T and cr2 in order to estimate 

.Q' = ft'(Y) for the current stage ( i = 0 ) . 

From the relation EY1 = A;fl;, we know that Y1 is an unbiased estimator of A;fl;. Thus we propose 

(i) UN as the estimator for JJ 

- l NA A -1 -1 -I 
!JN= -N l: !!ii where !!1 = (A'iLt A1) A'1r1 Y1 i = l, ... , N. 

i= I 

(ii) a=~ as the estimator for cr2 

where 

"2 1 A -I A 

cr1 = ---(Y1 - A·9·)'L· (Y· - A·9:) m1 -q 1-1 I I 1--i 

. 
(iii) TN as the estimator for T 

. 
Theorem 3 ( 1) As proposed above, UN, TN and a=~ are unbiased. 
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(2) If 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

where e7 and µ' denote the rth component of fu and I! respectively, and 
. 

V; = !; 1 - !; 1A;(A';L/ 1A;)- 1A';L/ 1 , then llN,TN and cr]y are consistent for J!, T and cr2 respectively. 

Proof: (1) 
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1 . f £(~ - UN)(-----)' - - 1 E(<iiv) f (A'ir.i- 1Ai)- 1 
N - 1 i=l N i= 1 

1 N " - , 1 2 N , -I -I 
= N _ l 1; /rn1 - !! + !! - !!t)(-----) - --;:;<5 1; 1 (A il.i At) 

1 N " 1 N 1 2N -1 -I = N _ 1 i;1E(fu - y)(----)' + N _ 1 i;1E(u - UN)(----)' - --;:;<5 i;1(A'il.1 A1) 

= 1 ~ ((A, .r, .- 1 A ) - I <T2 + 7) _ 1 ~ _l [(A, .r, .- 1 A ) - 1 cr2 + T] 
N - 11:-1 I I I N - l 1:-1 N I I I 

- ~2 f (A, .r, .- 1 A·) - I 
N i= I I I I 

= _l [ f cr2(A'tl.1-1A1)-1 +NT] - ~2 f (A'tl.t-1A1)-1 
N I= 1 N I= 1 

= T. 

(2) Since the covariance matrix of UN is 

cov 

the consistency of UN follows by assumption (i) and the WLLN. 

Similarly, by assumption (iii) and the WLLN, the consistency of oJ1 follows . 

. 
Write TN in the following form with four terms: 

(5.15) 

where 

1 N " " 2 -1 -I SN= -N l:: {(fu - !!)(fu - !!)' - cr (A'1l.1 A1) }. 
}=1 
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Due to assumption (i) the third term on the r.h.s. of ( 5.15 ) tends to zero. The second term on the 

r.h.s. of ( 5.15 ) tends in probability to zero because of the consistency of UN· Using S/l for the el-

ement of the matrix SN , it follows that 

(5.16) 

Since ESN = T, the first term on the r.h.s. of (5.15) SN tends to Tin probability by ( 5.16) and 

assumption (ii). Finally, by the consistency of cr1, the last term on the r.h.s. of (5.15) tends to zero 

in probability. 

Improvement of The Estimator TN 

Since T is the covariance matrix of !! then Te Mq ( the set of all symmetric positive semidefinite .. 
q x q matrices ). But by definition TN is not necessary in Mq . Here we attempt to improve the 

... estimator TN by projection onto the convex set Mq . 

. 
First we introduce the projection TN = PM TN by q 

where llA 11 2 = trAA' . Because of the convexity of Mq , the projection is unique and we have 

. 
such that the consistency of TN implies the consistency of TN . 

. . 
Next, the problem is how to find TN from TN. Because of the symmetry of TN we can represent 
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. 
with the eigenvalues A.{"; i = I, ... , q, of TN and with corresponing eigenvectors Uf; i = I, ... , q. It . 
follows that TN= PM (TN) has the representation q 

TN= L A.i' Uf( ur)'. 
i, "}..,1( >O 

Now we consider the linear Bayes estimator .Q' in (5.14) and replace the unknown prior parameters 

by their corresponding consistent estimators. Thus we have 

- -
QN = JlN(Y) = UN+ T NA(cr1r. + AT NA')- 1(Y - A°i!N) (5.17) 

as an empirical linear Bayes estimator for !!. It is easy to show that QN is consistent to LBE .Q' ( 

by Slusky theorem ). Now we investigate the asymptotic properties of the risk function 

of the corresponding sequence of decision functions 

h - N w erem =rm; 
;~I . 

Definition 2 A sequence {QN} of decision functions QN e Dm is called asymptotically linearly opti-

ma! for any specified prior distribution moments 7t if 

1im RN(1t, QN) = lub R(1t, .Q) for all 7t. 
N-+oo ~ E Dr 

where Dr = {Q(y) = a+ Ly, a e Rq, L is a q x n matrix, ye R"} 

Theorem 4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, {QN} defined by ( 5.17 ) is asymptotically lin-

early optimal. 
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Proof: From Theorem l, to prove this theorem it is sufficient to show that 

Now 

where 

RN(rt, QN) - R(rt, Q) 
" 2 " 2 = £{lift - ft - llNll - lift - ft - llil } 

2 2 " = E{llnNll - llnll } - 2£(ft - ft, llN - n) 

llN = O'~A'!- 1A)- 1 [(0'iA'!- 1A)- 1 + TN]- 1(ft - UN) 

n = <J2(A'!-1A)-1[(cr2A'!-1A)-1 + 71-l(ft - u) 

and (A, B ) = tr A B'. 

Since TN--+ T, i!--+ u. and o=i--+ cr2 ( all in probability) implies llN--+ 11 (in probability), we have 

UN = llnNll2 - llnll2 --+ O (in probability) 

and 

" F N = (ft - ft, llN - ll) --+ 0 ( in probability) 

We now want to show that EUN--+ 0 and E FN--+ 0 

(i) Let 

-
QN = O'~A'!- IA)-1 
- -

WN = [(criA'L- 1A)-l + TN]-I 

Q = cr2(A'!-IA)-I 

W = [(cr2A'!-1A)-1 + 71-1. 
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Then 

where 

Since 

A A A /\ 

EUN= E tr {QNWN(!1 - llN)<ft - i!N)'WMJN - QW(ft - g)(ft - g)'WQ} 

= AN - tr QWQ (set) 

= tr {W- 1EWMJ1WN} + tr £{(Id: - gN)WMJ1WN(g - i!N)} 
= BN + CN. 

... - ... -
::;;: tr {W-1/2WN(TN + QN)2WNw-lf2} 

= tr w- 1 (bounded) 

(5.18) 

it follows that fun BN = tr QWQ, by using the dominated Lebesgue convergence theorem, since 
N-oo 

WN - W (in probability) and QN - Q (in probability). 

Since QN > 0 (due to O'}, > 0 and A'L.- 1A > 0 by assumption), we have 

0 ::;;: CN::;;: tr £{(µ - iIN)(µ - iIN)'} (using (5.18)) 
1 N 1 = tr (- :E Q, + -7) 

N2 t= I N 

Thus by assumption (i) in Theorem 3 

From these we have 
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fun EUN = fun(AN - tr QWQ) N-+00 

= fun (BN + CN - tr QWQ) N-+oo 

= 0. 

(ii) 

A A A 

e F N = e tr {rn - !!)Im - u.Nrw ~N - rn - !!YWQ]} 
A A 

= tr [£ {rn - ft)0'}{E(W~N) - WQ}) 

= tr Q{E(W~N) - WQ} 
- - - --1 - I < trQ{E(QN QN) - WQ} (since WN < QN ) 

< tr {Q - QWQ} (Q - QWQ: positive definite) 

Thus by the dominated Lebesgue convergence theorem and since WN-+ W(in probability) and 

QN-+ Q(in probability), we have 

fun E F = 0. N-+oo N 

Since EUN-+ 0 and E FN-+ 0 the proof of Theorem 4 is completed. 
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Chapter 6 Applications of Empirical Linear Bayes 

Estimator to Time Series Regression Models 

6.1 The Empirical Linear Bayes Approach to MLRM 

Consider the following multiple linear regression model ( MLRM ): 

y=XJ1+~ 

where a and ~ are independent vectors with 

~ - WS(O,:E) 

a - ws(J,!, n. a = !! + y 

y - WS(O, 7) 

Further Xis an x k matrix with rank k. 

. 
By Aitken's theorem the generalized least squares estimator (GLSE) J1 of Ji is given by 
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and from last chapter the linear Bayes estimator of ft is given by 

Let A = X, and ft = Ji . Then the theory of the previous chapter is the MLRM case and thus 

applicable to the MLRM. 

6.2 The Empirical Linear Bayes Approach to Autoregressive Linear Models 

with Lagged Dependent Variables 

In this section the empirical linear Bayes parameter estimators of autoregressive linear models are 

constructed and discussed. Some properties such as consistency and asymptotic optimality are in-

vestigated. Note that the autoregressive linear models are also known as lagged dependent variable 

models in econometrics, and dynamic linear stochastic models in system control theory. 

6.2.1 The Model and its Estimation 

The general form of the lagged dependent variable model is given by 

G 
Yt = L a1 Yt-l + z'rY + Er, t = l, ... , T 

/=I -
(6.1) 

where the Yr are ( scalar) observations on the dependent variable y, the a1 are scalar parameters, z1 

is a (K - G) x 1 vector of the tth observations on the (K-G) non-stochastic explanatory variables, 

y is the (K - G) x I vector of corresponding parameters, and E1 are the random disturbances. 

(Note that sometimes ( 6.1) are called a linear stochastic difference equations). 

The following assumptions are made: 
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.... 

(i) The Er are i i d as WS(O, cr2) with fmite fourth moments. Note that the notation 

Er - WS(O, cr2) indicates the wide sense model in which Er has any distribution with zero mean and 

variance cr2 • 

(ii) All G roots of the polynomial equation in /.. 

G G-1 /.. - a 1f.. - ••• - aa- 1/.. - aG = 0 

are less than one in absolute value. (This is the requirement of dynamic stability) 

(iii) The. following assumption guarantees the convergence of moment matrices of the non-

stochastic variables. Let T) = 0, l, .... The matrix 

exists for any integer T) and is nonsingular for T) = 0 . 

( 6.1) can be written in familiar matrix form 

where 

and 

y=Xft+~ 

y' = (yl, ... ·YT), D.' = (al> ... ' aG, Yt· ... 'Y(k-G)) 

~' = (El> ... , Er) 

YoY-1 •·• Y-G+t z11 z12 ... z1(k-G) 

Y1 Yo ·•· Y-0+2 z21 z22 •.• z2(k-G) 
X= 

YT-1 YT-2 ..• Y-G+T Zn Zn ... ZT(k-G) 

(6.2) 
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Note that the total number of observations on y1 is T+ G, not Talone. In what follows the pre-

sample values y0,y_ 11 ••• ,J-o+i will be treated as fixed with all probability statements conditional 

on these values. 

Under the aforementioned assumptions we can obtain the following properties: 

(1) The matrix Q = plim(X'X/1) is finite and nonsingular and X'r;,./.J T is asymptotically dis-

tributed as N(O, cr2Q). (here Q = plim (X'X/1) is defined as the random variables X'X/T converges 

in probability to Q. ) 

(2) The ordinary least squares estimators ft= (X'X)- 1X'y and cr2 = ii!T - k are consistent es-

timators of Ii and cr2 respectively, where i = y - XU is the residual vector. In addition, 

.J T (ft - fi) has a limiting distribution which is N(O, cr2Q- 1). For proof see Schonfelt ( 1971 )) . 

. 
Note that Ii is biased since E[(X' X)- 1X'r;,.) :;t: 0. Though E(r, 1 I X1) = E(r,1) = 0, E(r;,. IX) :;t: 0 . This 

is because X1 contains y1_ 1 and is certainly not independent of r,1_ 1 • 

... 

6.2.2 Bayes Estimation with a Normal Prior Distribution 

Under the model (1) suppose that 

(6.3) 

with V > 0, and 1: > 0 ( positive definite ). Then the Bayes estimator for A under a squared error 

loss is given by 

Ii* = E(li I fo 
= ( v- I + K) - I ( v- 11! + KU) 

(6.4) 

where K = (X'L-'X) . 

We prove (6.4) by employing the theorem from Hartigan, which is concise and simple. 
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Proof: Since 

fly, Ii IX) =fly I fi, X)fi!i IX) 

=fill I y, X)fiy IX) 

( this is just Bayes' theorem ), talcing logarithm on both sides yields 

logj{y I {i, X) + logj{fi IX) = logj{fi I y, X) + logj{y IX). 

Now fly I {i, X),j{fi I X),j{fi I y, X) and fly IX) are all normal density functions ( under the as-

sumptions ). Hence we have 

K1 - ; (y - X{i)'V- 1(y I fi, X)(y - Xft) 
1 - I + K2 - 2<!i - J!)' V (Ii I X)(p - !!) 

1 * -! * = K3 - 2<!i - ft )' V (p I y, X)(!i - ft ) 
1 - I + K4 - 2(y - XJ!)'V (EI X)(y - X!!) 

where K11 K2, K3, Kt are suitable constants with respect to Ji . Now comparing the coefficients for 

.It and fi'!i respectively, we obtain 

and 

That is, 

Ji* = V(li 1.Y. X) [X' v- 1(y I fi, X) y + v- 1rn IX) J!] 

= (X' v- 1(y I Ji, X) x + v- 1cp I X))- 1[V- 1(ft IX) u + X'V- 1(y I fi, X) xil1 
= (X'L-IX+ v-1)-l[V-IJ! + x-r-txfii 

where in our terminology ( by assumption ) 
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v-1(y I It X) = v-1(~) = r-1 

v- 1rn 1 X) = v- 10i) = v- 1 

6.2.3 Linear Bayes Estimator with a Wide Sense Prior Distribution 

In this subsection we assume that under the model ( 6.1) 

where V > 0, and Sig > 0. Then the linear Bayes estimator for Ji is given by 

. 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

where K = (Y- 2Q, with Q = (X':E- 1X) , and Ji is GLSE for fixed Ji. (see section 6.1 ). Note that 

we call Ji the linear Bayes estimator since only the first two moments ( including product moments 

) of observations and parameters are assumed known. Let 7t be any distribution function with mean 

l! and variance V. 

Proof of (6.6): 

Let R(7t, .Q) be the risk incurred by the linear decision rule Q = a+ Ly where a (a constant vector 

) and L ( a matrix ) are to be determined. Then 

R(7t, .Q) = E(ll - a - Ly)'(Ji - a - Ly) 

= £(1.!: + y - a - L(X!,! + Xy + ~))'(----) 

= tr£[(!,! - LX!,! - a) + (/ - LX)y - 4][(----)'] 

= tr Ex(Ey.~ 1x{(----)(----)']). 

To minimize R(7t, .Q) we minimize 
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E'l., .111x<----)( ----)' 
= EY.,.11 lxl(!! - LXg - a) + (I - LX)y - 41[----I' 

= (!! - LXg - a)(----)'+ (!! - LXg - a)E((/ - LX)y - L'f.)' 

+ £((/ - LX)y - 4)(!! - LXg - a)' 

+ E(/ - LX)yv'(/ - LX)' + E(Lr,:{_L') 

= (!! - LXg - a)(----)' + (/ - LX) V(/ - LX)' + Lcr2"I.L'. 

·By Chipman's method we have 

" a= (/ - LX)g 

and then minimizing 

(/ - LX) V(/ - LX)' + L"I.L' 

yields ( by talcing differentials with respect to L) 

2LXVX' - 2VX' + 2Lcr2"I. = 0. 

Thus 

L = VX'(XVX' + cr2:E) - 1. 

We obtain the LBE: 

" " a+ Ly 

= !! + VX'(XVX' + cr2!) - 1 (y - Xg) 

= l! + VX'[cr-2!-1 _ cr-2!-lX(V-I + X'cr-2!-1X)-1X'cr-2!-1)(y _ Xg) 

= !! + V[I - X'cr- 2!-1X(V- 1 + X'cr- 2!- 1X)- 1JX'cr- 2"I.- 1(y - Xg) 

= l! + (V-1 + X'cr-2!-1X)-1X'cr-2r.-lxca - !!) 

= (V-1 + X'cr-2!-1X)-1(v-1l! + X'cr-2!-1XU). 
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Notice that (6.6) coincides with (6.4). 

Theorem 1 Assume that 

V>O 

r > 0. 

and 

(ii) Amax(L) ~ k1 < co all T :::: 1 ( where Am;n(A) means minimum eigenvalue of matrix A. 

Similarly for the Amax(A)). Then 

-
1~ E lift - Jlll 2 = 0 (a) 

and 

" ¥lim a= a (b) 
-+00 

. . 
where Ji is the linear Bayes estimator, ft is GLSE for ft and 11211 2 = tr (ZZ'). 

Proof: 

a) Let Yr= (y1> •.• ,yr)' . Frst consider 

-
E {lift - lill2 I Yr} = tr [L.ll I Yrl where r.ll I Yr= (V- 1 + K)- 1 

~ tr [(X' J<T- 2r- 1Xr) - 11 
~ cr\A.min (L- 1)) - l tr (XrXr) - l 

~ 0'2 rank Xr Amax (L) (Amin(X' rXr))-1 

which by assumption (i) and (ii) yields 
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" 
f~ E {llJi - Jill I YT} = 0. 

Since for all T ~ 1, tr V < oo, and 

Thus by the Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem 

-
lim E { 11Ji - Ji11 2} T-+oo 

= lim E {E[llil - Jill 2 I y:rJ} T-+oo 

=O 

. 
b) From Ji= (V- 1 + K)- 1(V- 1y +Kil) one can derive 

Now 

-
¥~ 11K- 1 v- 1rn - JJ)ll _ 

:s: f~ {llK- 111 llV- 1 II [lift - Jill + llil - JJllJ}' 
=O 

-
smce plim lift - Jill = 0 by part a) and 

T-oo 

lim llK- 111 = plim tr (K- 1K_ 1•)+ f _.oo j'-.oo 

= plim( cr2rank XAmax ro.min(X' TXT))- 1] 
j'-. 00 

= 0. 

Thus 

plim Ji = plim Ji = Ji, 
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since llil - ull is independent of T. Notice that Theorem 1 holds for il' ( Bayes estimator with 

normal prior distribution ). 

6.2.4 Empirical Linear Bayes Estimators 

If the prior parameters l! , V and cr2 are unknown, we are unable to employ the linear Bayes esti-

mate. However, if there are earlier observations, that is, the dynamic linear regression problem 

occurs repeatedly, we can attempt to estimate these prior parameters from those data. Thus let us 

assume that we have observations from N independent periods of a dynamic linear regression 

model: 

(6.7) 

with 

and XU> E M"i x(N+H) ( set of matrices ), rank XU> = N + Hand {il, li, ftU>, ~u>,j = l, ... , N} a set of 

independent random vectors. 

Note that in the above model (6.7) XU> cannot remain fixed for each j. Thus the model differs from 

the classical one. Moreover, in each period the sample sizes are not necessary the same. However, 

the empirical Bayes approach is still applicable ( see chapter 3 ). 

We now confine ourself to the estimation of the current D,<0>· using the observations from past his-

tory, to estimate the unknown parameters. For them we introduce the following estimators for 

J!, V and cr2 which depend on co = { N, n1, .•. , nN} • 

A 1 NA 
l!ro = - l: aU> (6.8) 

Nj=1 
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where 

/\ 

JiU) = cr - 2K_jx_U>r.1- 1, 

f(_j = ( cr - 2xU>T r.1- 1 X(i)) -1, 

(6.9) 

and 

(6.10) 

where 

In order to achieve asymptotic results we need establish the convergence properties for ik, V., and 

u~ with respect to co . Since ~U) is not unbiased in the jth period, we are forced to demand that not 

only the number (N) of periods increase but also that the sample size ni in period j increases. Thus 

we state a 'large-sense' convergence in probability as follows: 

Definition 1 

A sequence { /., = /(y<1>· ••• , y<Nl) } of random vectors is called a large-sense convergence in proba-

bility to a given I, denoted by plim /., = I, if for all positive number 1'h, 112 there are positive inte-., 
gers N·(111.112), nj(N, 11 1.112), j = 1, 2, ... , N, such that 

P{llloo - Ill > 1'11} < 1'12 

for all N > N•, ni ::l!: nj,j = l, ... , N. 
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. 
Theorem 2 (1) If plim JiU> = JiU> (j = 1, 2, ... ), then 

nj-oo 

A 

plim l!ro = !! and plim V 00 = V 
(J) (J) 

. 
(2) If lim EIJilU> - JiU>ll 2 = O,j = l, 2, ... , then 

nj-oo 

lim Ell~w - !!11 2 = 0 
(J.) 

(3) If 

and 

then 

Proof: (1) First we prove that plim ~ = !!· 
(I) 

Let 11 1• 11 2 be any two positive numbers. By the weak law of large number there exists a number 

N'(ll1,ll2) such that 

P{llN- 1 £ il(i) - !!II > -2!.l_} < '11 2 for N::::: N*. 
J=l 2 2 

. 
Now from the assumption plim jiU> = J3.U>, j = 1, ... , N, we know that for each N::::: N' there 

"j-oo 

P{IUlU) - il(i) > -2!.l_} < .2Q_ for n'J:::: n77 j = 1, 2, ... , N. 
2 2N • 
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Since 

The proof is completed by combining the above two facts: 

" P{llJ.lw - ull > T11} 

::;: P{N- 1 £ nJiv> - 11U>11 + llN- 1 £ 13.(j) - ull > T11} 
]=1 ]=1 

N " . Tl N Tl ::;: P{N- 1 l: llil(J) - 13.(i)ll > - 1 or Un - 1 l: (13.(J) - µ)II > - 1 } 
]= 1 2 ]= 1 2 

< N T1 2 + Tl 2 = ri2 for all N > N*, n'J· :<: n'J:. 2N 2 

. 
Next we prove that plim V., = V. It is easy to see that 

(j) 

where 

and 

N " . 
Aw = N- 1 l: (J3.(J) - 13.(i))(----)' 

]=1 
N 

Bw = N- 1 l: (13.(i) - !!)(----)' 
]=1 

" Cw = (l!w - !!)(----)' 

Dw = the sum of all mixed (cross) terms 

Analogously to the proof of the first part we obtain 

and the WLLN ( weak law of large number ) gives 
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plim BU!= V. 
Ul 

Moreover the first part of the theorem implies 

plim CUJ = 0. 
Ul 

Finally, by the Cauchy - Schwarz inequality all the cross terms tend in probability to zero (in large 

sense): 

plim DU!= 0. 
Ul 

. 
Thus we have proven that plim v(I) = v. 

Cl) 

( 2 ) Applying the C5 - inequality we have 

which from the assumptions yields 

lim E ~(j) - . - 1 N ~ - J!,J - , •.. , , 
ni --+ex:> 

and 

Thus 

" 2 lim E llJ!UJ - J!ll = 0 
Ul 
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which completes the proof. 

( 3 ) Since 

~i) = ~j (yU> _ ~'fi_U>{r.j- t(yU> _ ~'fi_U>) 

= _l (yU> _ XJiU> + X(J1U) _ 'fi_U>){r.1-1(----) 
n1 J J 

= ~J[r<U/r,1-tf<(J) + (J1U) _ 'fi_U>{~Tr,1-1~(J1U) - ftU))J 

+ ~. [r<U/r,j-1~(J1U) _ 'fi_U>) + (J1U) _ 'fi_U>{~Tr,1- tr<U>)] 
':J 

= ~.lr<ulr.1-ir<u> _ cfiu> _ 11u>{~rr.j-1~cfl.u> _ 11u>)J 
':J 

then 

_l f<U>rr,:- tr,.U) = _l t ~U{~U) 
n1 'J nli=I 

..... cr2 (in probability) as n1 _. oo. 

Since the components of iui = !.T 1' 2r<U> are independent with zero mean, variance cr2 and fourth 

monent finite (by assumption), j = l, ... , N, the above result follows by the WLLN . Moreover 

by another assumption : 

which completes the proof of ( 3 ). 

. . 
Clearly, a necessary condition for V0 > 0 is N :::?: G + H. Thus the positive definiteness of V0 with 

probability one follows from the regularity of XVI, j = 1, 2, ..... (that is: xu>rxu> > 0 or rank XU> 

= G + H ) ( see appendix ( 4) in chapter 1 ) 

Using the estimators~. V0 and er~ , we obtain an empirical linear Bayes estimator for J1<0> by 
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where 

Improvement of Estimators~ and V"' 

Let r be subset of invertible matrices with order G + H such that it is a convex set with the 

properties 

where Amin( JI) and Amax( JI) denote the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of V. Furthermore, let B 

be the subset of RG+ H such that it is a convex and bounded set with 

lub 111!11 2 = a < oo 
J!EB 

If we assume further that the prior parameters 1! and V in our model belong to B and r respectively 

then from the convexity of both sets the estimators ~(j) and v(j) can be uniformly improved upon 

by use of the corresponding projections i. and V"' onto the closure of B and r respectively. 

Under these assumptions we choose 

as the corrected empirical linear Bayes estimator for 13,<0>· 

If 1! and V belong to the convex bounded sets B and r respectively, then the consistency of Mm and 

v<Jl follows from the consistency of~ and vl.IJ . 
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Next we want to investigate the asymptotic properties of the ELBE. Before doing this let us first 

establish the asymptotic equivalence between the empirical linear Bayes estimator and the linear 

Bayes estimator: 

Theorem 3 (i) If plim llK0- 1 11 = 0 , then 
no -oo 

(ii) If estimators it.. v<.O and Cr~ of prior parameters are consistent, then 

-
plim {Ji~) - ft(O)) = 0. 

(I) 

Proof (i) Since 

where 

Qw = ( v; I + KLO)) -1v;1 - ( V- 1 + Ko) - J V-1 

and 

we obtain 

= (V- 1 + Ko)- 1 (~~cr- 2 v; 1 - v- 1)Vw(Vw + Ko-l)- 1 (see appendix (1)) 

-
ll!l~) - ft(O)ll 

~ llQwlllloll + ll(V- 1 + Ko)- 1 1111V- 1 llll~w - !!II 
s: (llKL°)- I 1111v; 111 + llKo- 1 II llV- 1 11)11~11 + llKo- 1 1111 V- 111 ll~w - ull 
s: 11Ko- 1 11[(~~cr- 2 11Vw- 1 11 + llV- 111)11.Qwll + llV- 1 1111~w - !!II]. 
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Thus 

1113.~) - 13.(0)ll < ; , (with probability!) as no is large enough. (6.11) 

since 

plim .Q00 = Yoo - 13.(o). (by Theorem 1 (ii)) 
n0 -+00 

Now from the relation 

- -
rn~> - a(0>11 :s: 11u~> - a(0>11 + rn(0> - a(0>11 

we have 

plim (13.~) - il(O)) = 0 (by Theorem 1 (i) and (6.11)) 
n0 ->OO 

..... 

(ii) 

13.~) - ji(O) 

= Qw.aw + (V-1 + Ko)-1V-1(Uro -1!) 

= (V-1 + Ko)-1(~;0--2v;1 - v-1)Vw(Vw + Ko-t)-1.Qoo + (V-1 + Ko)-1V-1(Yoo -1!) 

Thus under the assumption that Lb, V"' and cr"' are consistent and 

we obtain 

pilm (13.~) - il(O» = 0. 
(J) 

In general it is very complicated to obtain results about the risk of these empirical procedures for 

finite samples. Sometimes a Monte Carlo study is used to investigate approximately how good an 
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empirical linear Bayes estimation procedure works for small sample sizes. Here we restrict our 

consideration to the case of large N, and nj (j = 1, ... , N) . 

One criteria, which is only a minimal requirement for an empirical linear Bayes estimator, is the 

property of asymptotic optimality. We define the risk of estimator ft for ft(O) as follows: 

R(ft) = E lift - .ll(O)ll = tr £((ft - Ji(O))(----)') 

R(ft I Yw) = E {lift - ft(o)ll 2 I Yw} 

where 

Notice that ft depends on y"' and y<0>. 

Definition 2 A sequence {ill,?>} of ELBEs is said to be 

(i) conditionally asymptotically linearly optimal if 

plim R(.11~) I y w) = R(.ll(o)) 
(JJ 

(ii) asymptotically linearly optimal if 

plim R(.11~)) = R(.ll(O)) 
(Jl 

Theorem 4 If the estimators""'' v(J) and cr"' are consistent and lim E na<0> - a<0>11 2 = 0, then no-oo 

(a) the ELBE ill,?> is conditionally asymptotically optimal 

(b) the corrected ELBE fug> is asymptotically optimal provided ""' E B and v"' Er. 

Proof: (a) Since 
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- -= E {ll!i~) - !i(O) + !i(O) - p(O)ll 2 I Yoo) 
- -

~ Ell!i(O) - !i(O)ll 2 + E (llil~) - ft(O)ll 2 I Yoo) 
- -

+ 2(£ {!lil~) - ft(O)ll 2 I Yoo}E{llfi(O) - !i(O)ll 2})112 , 

it will suffice to show that 

E {II~) - fi(O)ll 1 Yoo} - 0 (in probability) as ro - oo. 

From the relation ( see appendix ) 

we obtain 

Now we show that each term on the right hand side tends to zero in suitable convergence. 

(1) 

E {ll(V- l + Ko)- 1 v- 1(uoo - 1!)11 2 1 Yoo} 

= ll(V- 1 + Ko)- 1V- 1(lloo - µ)11 2E[l 1Yool 

~ II Vll 2 11 V- 1 ll 211uoo - 1!11 2 

(by the Schwarz inequality and II ( v- 1 + K0) - t 11 ~ II VII). 

Thus 

(2) 
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where 

Let 

llQ~wll 2 S: 11Qwll 2 11llw - U(O)i1 2 

= llQc.:illll - ll + ll - a(O)ll 2 

S: 11Qwll 2[211ll - 1!11 2 + 2111! - U(O)ll 2J (using C0 - ineq.) 

~ 11Qwll2[211llw - llll 2 + 4111! - .fi(O)ll 2 + 411.fi(O) - U(O)ll 2J 

then C(y .,) does not depend on K and converges to zero in probability under the assumptions. 

Notice that plim v., = v implies plim V; I = v-1. ). Thus we have 
Cal CD 

which implies 

Thus we have (by the Lebesgue dominated convergence Theorem) 

as C(y.,)--+ 0 in probability and that 

is bounded in probability. This completes the proof of (a). 
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(b) Analogous to the proof of (a), it suffices to show that 

Similarly to the above result we have 

Letting C(y.,) = 11 Vll 2 ll v- 111211.!., - u.11 2 and using 

we obtain 

Hence, again by the Lebesgue d01pinated convergence theorem we conclude 

Now denoting Q., and ~ analogously to Q., and .Q., respectively by replacing V., and Y., with V., and 

J!.,, we have 

- - -llQooll2 s: 2[11(v;t + AQ)-1v;1112 + ll(V-1 + Ko)-iv-11121 
- -

s: 2[11Vooll211V; 111 2 + 11v11211v- 111 21 
s: 4c2[2£.]2. 

ti 

Thus from 
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11Qjooll2 ~ 11Qooll 2[11Uoo - a(O)) 

we have ( by LDC ) 

. 

~ 211Qooll2lllllooll2 + llft(O)ll2] 
~ 211Qooll2l11Uooll 2 + 211Ji(O)ll2 + 211ft(o) - Ji(O)ll2] 
~ 8c2[2!_]2[a + 211Ji(O)ll2 + 2llft(O) _. Ji(O)ll2J 

't I 
~ 8c2[2!.]2[3a + 2llft(O) - Ji(O)ll2] 

'tt . 

( due to assumption E11Ji<0> - Ji<0>11 -+ 0). 

6.3 ELBE in TSRM with AR (1) Disturbances 

Consider the dynamic linear regression model with lagged dependent variables 

G L 
Yt = l: aiJlt-l + l: 'YJZt-J + u, 

i= I j= 1 

and with AR ( 1) disturbances 

u, = PUt-1 +Et, t = 1, ... 'T. 

where 

or , in matrix form : 

y=Xji+u 

(6.12) 
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with 

U = var u = cr2r = _cr_2_, P 
1 - p2 

p p2 ... PT-1 

T-1 T-2 p p 

Suppose that il = l! + y where y - WS(O, V). Analogously to the previous procedures we can 
-

obtain the LBE il for Ji under a squared loss function 

(ji - ji)'(!i - ji). (6.13) 

Now let us procede as follows. Let 

il = Ay + b. (6.14) 

This would be a linear Bayesian estimator if A and b minimize the risk 

R = E (!i - Ji)'(--··) 

= trE(ft-ft)(----)' 

= tr ExE[(Ii - Ji)(----)'I X). 

To minimize R is tantamount to minimizing 

E [(ft - Ji)(----)' IX] = Ll( say), 

which by assumptions can be simplified as follows : 

Ll = (AX- I)V(AX - I)'+ AUA' + (b - (/ - AX)!!)(----)'. 

Note that X and y are independent , while u and y are also independent. 
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To minimize A , we proceed sequentially according to Chipman ( 1964 ) as follows : 

i) Since bis contained in the last term only, 

/\ 

b = (/ - AX)!!. (6.15) 

Thus 

A= (AX- I)V(AX- /)' + AUA'. (6.16) 

ii) Taking the differential of ~ with respect to A and setting it equal to zero yields 

A= VX'(XVX' + U)- 1• (6.17) 

Thus we find the linear Bayes estimator given y : 

-
ji = u + VX'(XVX' + U) - 1(y - Xu). (6.18) 

Now the problem is how to find the estimators for J.l, V, and cr2!( = U) . ! can be estimated by 

the usual estimation method --- just replacing p by p . The estimators of J.l, V and CJ2 are obtained 

same as in the previous section, but need further be estimated by replacing Pi with pi,j = l, ... , N. 

When past N independent component problems are available, we obtain the ELBE for current 

ji<0> which can be given by 

- A A A A AA A 

ji(O)(Po) = J.lro + v roX(O),(x(O) V(JJX(O), + cr!!(o)) - 1 (y(O) - x(O)J.lro) ( 6.19) 

where rco> is !co> with Po replaced by Po and 

/\ 

PJ = 

1j /\ /\ :t u'11•uU> 
t=2 t t-1 

T· t ~U)2 
t=2 t-1 
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Here Uy> denotes residual and j = 0, I, 2, .... N. Notice that we can show that ji<0>(p) is consistent 

and asymptotically optimal to the LBE since ik.. v(J) and U(J)( = 0-~~(oi) are all consistent for large 

samples. 

Appendix: 

- A A A 

I. Let QUI= (V; 1 + K1,Dl)- 1V; 1 - cv- 1 + Ko)- 1v- 1, then 

Proof: 

A A A A 

Qoo = (V-1 + Ko)-t(av;t - v-t)Voo(Voo + K~o)-1)-1. 

,. ,. ,. 
Qoo = (V;1 + K~o))-1v;t - (V-1 + Ko)-1V-1 ,. ,. ,. 

= (V-1 + Ko)-t[(V-1 + Ko)(v;t + K~O))-tv;t - v-t] ,. ,. ,. 
= (V-1 + Ko)-t[(V-1 + Ko)K~O)-l(V(J) + K~)-t)-1 - v-1] 

= (V-1 + Ko)-t[(V-1 + Ko)K~0)-1 - v-l(Vw + .K~)-l)](V(J) + .K~>-1)-1 
= cv-1 + Ko)-1lKoK~o>-1 _ v-1;,001<;,00 + .K~o>-1)-1 
= (V-1 + Ko)-1(~~cr-2v;1 - v-1)Voo(Voo + .K~o)-1)-1 

2. Prove that fil\l> - a<0> = QA+ (V- 1 + K0)-1V-l(Jbo - J!) 

Proof: 
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ft~) - ft(O) 

= (V;l + .K10))-l(v;1u(J) + .K<o)ii(O»- (V-1 + Ko)-l(V-lu + Koii(O)) 

= [(V;l + .K10))-1.K10) - (V-1 + Ko)-lKo)ft(O) + (V;l + .k10))-1v;1u(J) - (V-1 + Ko)-1V-1u 

= [(V- 1 + Ko)- 1Ko - (V; 1 + K1°))- 1KL0))(µ00 - U(O)) + (V; 1 + K1°))- 1V00- 1u00 

- (V- 1 + Ko)- 1V- 1u - ((V- 1 + Ko)- 1Ko)- 1Kouoo + (V; 1 + K1°))- 1Ki0)µoo 
/\ I\ I\ I\ A I\ I\ 

= [(V-1 + Ko)-1(v-1 +Ko - v-1) - (v;1 + KL0))-1(v;1 +Kio) - v;1)J(uoo - a(o)) 

+ Uoo - ( v- 1 + Ko) - 1 Kouoo - ( v- 1 + Ko) - 1 v- 1 u 

= [(V; 1 + KL0))- 1v; 1 - (V- 1 + Ko)-IV- 1)(Uoo -ii(O)) + (V- 1 + Ko)-IV- 1(Uoo - u) 

= Q~00 + (V- 1 + Ko)- 1V- 1(Uoo - u) 
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Chapter 7 Predictions Using The Empirical Bayes 

Estimator and The Empirical Linear Bayes Estimator 

7.1 Introduction 

Since economic time series data are often analyzed using autoregressive models, the methods em-

ployed to estimate the parameters of these models is of importance. Using the estimated model to 

predict is often the purpose of observing time series data. Of course, the predictions could be re-

quired for one period of time in the future or for many periods ahead. However, estimated models 

which exhibit certain properties for predicting one period ahead may not exhibit these same prop-

erties for multiperiod predictions. Therefore, when estimating the model, it is reasonable to con-

sider the number of periods ahead for which the prediction is desired. 

In the context of a classical regression model, a prediction is a estimate of a future value of the 

dependent variable conditional on the corresponding future values of the independent variables. 

Thus, having estimated the parameters of the model using the observations y1, ... , Yn the problem 

is to estimate Yr+ 1 given Xr+i for l = 1, 2, .... 
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. 
If the model obeys the classical assumptions, the OLS (ordinary least squares) estimator, Ji, is the 

BLUE of Ji. An obvious predictor is therefore 

,.. 
Yr+11r= x'r+1il I= 1,2, .... 

The estimator Yr+~T is sometimes known as the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) of Yr+i· 

In time series analysis, the main reason for building an ARIMA time series model is to make 

predictions of future observations. For example, consider the ARMA(l,l) process, 

Yt = <flYt-1 + Er + 0Er-1 t = 1, ... T 

where the Er are ii d with zero mean and finite variance cr2 , then the BLUP of Yr+i is 

,.. ,..,.. 
YT+ llT = 'PYT + 9Er (7.1) 

where~ and 0 are ML estimator and ~r is the residual at t = T. Further predictions are built up from 

recursive equation 

Yr;11r= 'PYT+l-11T• I= 2,3, ..... 

with formula (7.1) providing the starting value. 

In this chapter we will describe the predictions of various dynamic regression model having been 

presented in previous chapters. Moreover, their Bayes predictions and linear Bayes predictions with 

the corresponding predictions using EBE and ELBE are discussed. 
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7 .2 Recursive Prediction 

Consider the classical multiple regression model 

Yr = x'rll + ur, t = l, ... , T 

with the ARMA disturbance 

. 'V(L) 2 (z.e.ur=--Er) where ~ - WS(O, cr I). 
<p(L) 

(7.2) 

Given future values of the explanatory values, the dependent variable in a regression model (7.2) 

with disturbances may be predicted recursively. Multiplying both sides of (7.2) by AR(p) 

polynomial <p(L) yields 

Yr=<f>1Yr-1 + ··· + <?pYr-p + (xr - <j>1Xr-1 - ··· - <?pXr-pYil 

+ Er+ erer-1 + ··· + eqEr-q· 
(7.3) 

This equation forms the basis for the recursive calculation of the optimal predictors of future values 

of y1• 

( 1] When !l, w. and f! are known 

In this case we obtain the predictor of Yr+i by setting future disturbances equal to their expected 

value of zero : 

YT+liT = <j>1Yr+1-11r + ... <jlpYr+l-plT 

+ (xr+I - <p1xr+1-1 - ... - <ppXr+1-pYil· 

+ ET+liT + ... + 9qET+l-qiT 

I= l, 2, ... 
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where 

and 

YT+jiT = YT+jiT for j > 0 

}. ~ 0 = YT+j 

f,T+jiT = 0 forj > 0 

}. ~ 0 = f,T+j 

- - 2 2 2 2 MSE (yT+liT) = E (yT+liT - YT+/) = (1 + 'V1 + ... + 'V1-1)<J 

where \Vj is the coefficient of f,t- j in the MA representation of the ARMA process. 

Since any stationary ARMA process may be expressed as an infinite moving average, 

Cl() Cl() 

Yt = ):: 'Vjf,t-j + .L 'VjXr-j 
1=0 1=0 

and any predictor linear in the observations must also be linear in the disturbance, i.e. 

" Cl() * * 
YT+liT = .L 'VjXT+l-j + 'Vif,T + 'Vi+ lf,T-1 + ··· I= l, 2, ··· 

1=0 

as futures of f,t are unknown. Since 

" 
YT+/ - YT+liT = f,T+l + 'Vlf,T+l-1 + ... + 'Vi- lf,T+ I 

* * + ('111 -'VI )F,T + ('Vt+ I - 'Vi+ 1)f,T- I + ... 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

has zero expectation, Yr+~r is unconditionally unbiased ( u - unbiased) and its MSE is given by 

" 2 2 2 2 00 * 2 MSE (yr+11r) = <J (1 + 'V1 + ···· + '111-1) + <J .L ('Vt+j - 'VI+j) · 
1=0 

This is minimized by setting <p;+j = 'Vi+j· Thus the MMSLE of Yr+ 1 is therefore 
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Cl() Cl() 

Yr+11r = .L 'Vi+f·r-J + .L 'l'JXr+l-J 
1=0 1=0 

and 

- - 2 2 2 MSE(yr+11T) - (1 + 'Vt + ··· + 'V1-1)cr · 

For the AR(l) model it follows that 

MSE c;r+11r) = E c;r+11r - Yr+1)2 

(q>)r + CYr+t + <pxr+1-1 + ··· + <p1- 1xr+ 1YJ1 

= E - q>)r- (xr+t + <pxr+1-1 + ··· + <p1- 1xr+1YJ1 

- Er+/ - (j)Er+/-1 - ... - (j)/- lEr+ tl2 

= E(Er+t + <J>Er+t-1 + ··· + q>1- 1Er+1)2 

= cr2 + q>2cr2 + ... + q>2(1-l)cr2 

... - 2 1 - <p21 
- er 2 • 

1 - <p 

[2] When J1 is unknown, but m and ,{! are known 

In this case, predictions are computed from the recursion 

Yr+11r = (j)Yr+1-11r + (xr+l - ··· - (j)pXr+1-p)'J1 

+ Er+/+ ... + 6qEr+l-qJr• l = 1, 2, .... 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

where J1 is the generalized least squares estimator of J1 and Ynr = YT. Thus when Ji is unknown, the 

predictions in the regression model are subject to an additional source of variation as compared 

with the pure time series case. This causes from the estimation of jl . The effect may be illustrated 

for AR(l) disturbances. Here, predictions are computed from the recursion 

Yr+11r= (j)Yr+1-11r+ (xr+/- (j)Xr+1-iYJ1. != 1,2, .... (7.13) 
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Repeated substitution for predicted values of Yr gives 

YT+ 11 T = (xr+ t - q/xr)'ft + <i>Yr 
- I ~ + {-
- X T+!P <p UT 

(7.14) 

- . 
where ur = Yr - x' rli . The last expression shows how the predictor of Yr+i is made up of two 

components , one the BLUE of E (yr+ 1) , and the other the BLUP of Ur+i. 

To show the computation of the MSE of the prediction error, we still use AR(l) disturbance for 

simplicity. The true value of Yr+i is given by 

YT+!= x'r+1Ii + ur+t 
1-1 

= x'r+zli + L c/Er+l-J + <p1(yr - x'rll) 
j=O 
l l-1 . l 

= (xr+ t - <p xr)'Ji + L qfET+ z-J + <p YT 
j=O 

Subtracting (7.15) from (7.13) gives 

- 1-1 . l " 
YT+! - YT+IJT = .L qfET+l-j + (xr+l - <p Xr)'Cli - Ji) 

1=0 

(7.15) 

... 

(7.16) 

The two components in (7.16) are independent, and so the MSE of the prediction error consists 
. 

of a contribution from the estimation error, Ji - Ji , plus a contribution from future values of the 

disturbance term,i.e. 

- - 2 
MSE(yr+~T) = E(yr+z - YT+lJT) 

= ,..2 1 - <p 21 2 I 1 I l 
v _ __.__ + (J (Xr+/ - <p Xr)'(X'V- X)- (Xr+/ - <p Xr) 

1 - <p2 

(7.17) 

where 
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V= 

[3] When Jl, m and !! are all unknown 

l <p 

<p l 

T-1 <p 

In this case, predictions are computed from the recursion 

* /\ -. /\ -. 
YT+liT = <j>1YT+l-llT + ... + <ppYT+l-piT 

" " " + (xr+1 - <p1xr+1-1 - ... - <ppxT+l-p)'il 

+ Er+/iT + 0Er+/- tiT + ... + OqET+l-qiT• I= l, 2, .... 

(7.18) 

where ~j and ej are consistent estimators of <p and 0 respectively, while p is GLSE as in [2), and 

Ynr =Yr. 

In practice, predictions are almost invariably made with Jl, m and !! replaced by their estimates. 

This, of course, creates an additional source of variability, which should ideally be incorporated in 

the expression for the prediction MSE. In order to show how <p causes the problem, let us consider 

the AR( l) process. 

When <p is known, the MMSLE for 1 periods ahead is given by 

- I 
YT+IJT = <pJT. (7.19) 

When <p is unknown it will be replaced by its ML estimator, <p or by an estimator which is 

asymptotically equivalent. The actual predictor is therefore 
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(7.20) 

In more general cases, Yr+~T can be computed by a difference equation having exactly the same form 

as (7.18). 

The prediction error for (7.19) may be decomposed .into two parts by writing 

-. * 
YT+l - YT+llT = <YT+l - YT+~T) + <YT+llT - YT+llT) (7.21) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (7.21) is the prediction error when <p is known, while the 

second term represents the error arising from the estimation of <p • This decomposition is appro-

priate for all regression models with ARMA disturbances. In the present case it specializes in view 

of (7.20) to 

-. - · I I 
YT+/ - YT+liT = <YT+/ - YT+l/T) + (q> - <p )YT· (7.22) 

Now consider the one-step ahead predictor. The MSE may be written as 

-. ' - 2 2 
MSE(yT+IiT) = MSE(yT+tiT) + YTE(q> - q>). (7.23) 

-
In formulating the contribution of the estimation error to (7.23), Yr is taken as fixed, whereas <p is 

-
a random variable. This may appear to be contradictory, as YT is actually used to construct q> . 

However, (7.23) provides a sensible definition of MSE in this context, since any prediction is always . 
made conditional on sample observations being known. Replacing E ( q> - q> )2 by its asymptotic 

variance gives an approximation to the mean square error, i.e. 

-. 2 2 2 MSE(yT+liT) ~er + yj{l - q> )/T. (7.24) 

The AR(l) model is often estimated by OLS. Applying the usual regression formula for estimating 

the MSE of Yr+1ir gives 
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-. 2 2 T 2 
mse (yT+11r) = s (1 +Yr! L Yr)· 

t=2 
(7.25) 

Note that 

" LEV't-1 q>=q>+---
LYt-1 

implies that 

2 
LYr-1 2 

2 2 cr · 
(LYr-1) 

This is closely related to (7.24) since 

T 2 2 2 2 
LYr-1~Tcr /(1- <P) ( = E(yr)) 

t=2 

in large samples. 

When I::::: l,the last term in (7.23) isy}E(<P' - <P02• Writing 

and expanding the term in square brackets yields 

- -
<Pl - <Pl~ /q>l-l(<P - <P) 

when higher order terms are ignored. Therefore, 

- -
E(<P' _ <P1)2~p<P2(l-1)E(q> _<Pl 

Together with the result in (7.17) this gives 
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-. 2 I - <p 21 
MSE (yT+liT) ~ cr 2 

I - q> 
2 l -1 -1 l + cr (xT+l - q> xr)'(X'V X) (XT+l - q> xT) (7.26) 

2 (1 - q>2)f2<P2(!-1) 
+y T 

Expression (7.26) is an approximation to the MSE of the multistep predictor for a particular 

sample. In order to get some idea of the MSE of such a predictor on the average, y} is replaced by · 

its expected value cr2/(l - q>2) • The resulting expression is known as the asymptotic mean square 

error (AMSE). Thus 

(7.27) 

For the special case of I= l, 

-. 2 - I -1 ...: I 
AMSE(yT+liT) = cr (1 + (xT+I - q>xT)'(X'V X) (xT+I - q>xT) + T ). (7.28) 

In both (7.27) and (7.28), the contribution arising from the error in estimating q> is a term of 

O(T- 1). For more details see Baillie (1979). 

Optimal predictions of future values of y, in a transfer function model 

= B(L) x + e(L) E 
Yt A(L) t-v q>(L) -t (7.29) 

may be computed recursively. The required expression is obtained by multiplying (7 .29) by 

A(L)q>(L) to yield 

q>(L)A(L)y, = q>(L)B(L)Xr-v + A(L)e(L)Er (7.30) 
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and rearranging so that only y1 appears on the left-hand side. 

7 .3 The Bayes Predictor and The Empirical Bayes Predictor 

Consider the simple dynamic linear regression model 

Yr = UYr- t + Pxr + Ur (7.31) 

where u1 - NID(O, CI2) and I a I < 1. The initial value Yo is treated as fixed. The parameters are the 

coefficient n' = (a, p) , and varience CI2 of the disturbances. The problem is that, having observed 

y' = (y1, ... ,yr), one wishes to predictyr+i· For the predictor Yr+ 1 = Yr+AY) of Yr+,, assume the risk 

function to be 

2 A 2 
R(n, CI ) = E (yT+ l - YT+ 1) 

A 2 2 
= J(yT+l - Yr+1) P(Y,YT+1 In, CI )dydyT+l· 

(7.32) 

The Bayesian approach is to choose the prediction function Yr+AY) such that the expected risk is 

minimum, given a prior density p(n, CI2) of the parameters. 

The derivation will be simplified considerably if we rewrite the risk (7.32) as an expectation taken 

over the future disturbances Ur+i, ... , Ur+i, rather than the future Yr+i. By the model (7.31), and 

on repeated substitutions of u' s for y' s, we have 

YT+l = a)r + (a1- 1Pxr+ t + a1- 2Pxr+2 + ... + Pxr+1) 

+ (a1- 1ur+1 + ... + ur+1) 
(7.33) 

Then, noting the fact that the future u's are uncorrelated with the observed y , or with the param-

eters, we can write the risk (7.32) as 
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,.. 2 
E (yT+l - Yr+1) 

,.. l l-l 2 /-1 2· = ElYr+1- ayr- (a Pxr+1 + ··· + Pxr+1)] + E(a ur+1 + ··· + ur+1) 
(7.34) 

Since the predictio_n function Yr+AY) affects the first term on the right hand side of (7.34), the 

Bayesian approach amounts to minimizing, with respect to Yr+t , the expectation of this first term, 

taken over the prior density p(n, cr2) : 

S " l I-IA A 2 _, 2 E1Yr+1- ayr- (a pXT+l + ··· + ..,xr+1)] dnucr 

SS ,.. l l-l 2 2 2 2 
= I.Yr+! - ayr - (a Pxr+ 1 + ··· + Pxr+ 1)) p(y In, cr )dy x p(n, cr )dndcr . (7.35) 

The above expression, treated as an integral over y, will be minimized by minimizing the integrand 

S ,.. l l-1 2 2 2 2 
I.Yr+/ - ayr - (a Pxr+ 1 + ··· + Pxr+1)) p(y In, cr )p(n, cr )dndcr . 

Setting the derivative of (7.36) with respect to Yr+i equal to zero, we obtain 

1 s l l-1 2 2 2 YT+l = 2 2 [ayr + (a Pxr+ 1 + ··· + Pxr+1)IP(Y In, cr )p(n, cr )dndcr 
S p(y I n, cr )dndcr 

= lJa:O(n I y)drt)yr + lSa1- 1Pp(n I y)dn]xr+ 1 + ··· + lSPp(n I y)dn]xr+l 

= E(a1 I y)jr + £(a1- 1P I y)xr+ 1 + ··· + E(P I y)xr+l· 

(7.36) 

(7.37) 

The predictor (7.37) could have been obtained by appealing directly to the well-known result in 

Bayesian statistics that for a squared loss function, the mean of Yr+t given Yr , i.e. 

a1yr + (a1- 1Pxr+ 1 + ··· + Pxr+ 1) evaluated by the posterior density p(a, PI y) = p(n I y) is optimal. 

Thus the optimal predictor Yr+t consists of two parts, the first being the posterior mean of a1 times 

the initial value Yn and the second being the inner product of posterior mean vector of 
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If we replace Bayesian estimators in (7.37) by their corresponding empirical Bayes estimators de-

scribed in chapter 3, we obtain the empirical Bayes predictor Y~+ 1 of YT+i given YT ,i.e. 

(7.38) 

where (a~-;Pn)' denotes the EBE of (a~-;Pn) with n past experiences, and i = 0, 1, ... , I. Note that 

. in general (a~)' :;C (a~)' for I > 1. 

From the result derived above, we conclude that the prediction of YT+J using the EB approach is 

obtained by just substituting each coefficient in (7.33) by its corresponding EBE and letting 

UT+1= O,forl= 1,2, .... 

When the disturbances are autocorrelated, the above result can be generalized in a straightforward 

way. For simplicity, let us consider the model with AR(l) disturbance 

(1 - aL)Yt = x 1y + u1 

(1 - pL)ur =Er, E""' WS(O,cr2) 

Following Baillie's method (1979, p.181), the partial moving average form of the model is given 

by 

where 

/-1 
Yr+1 = .L OjEr+l-j + q(l)'Xr+IY +~({)'yr 

;=O 

X'r+1 = [xr+b ... , xrl, YT= LYr.Yr-d 
- rJ+l - ,;+1 

oj - a - P 

q1 = ci,j = 0, 1, ... ,· / - I 
where cJ _ ,! 

= -p ;'=/ a-p' 
I+ 1 /+I I I ,_a -p a-p 

~({) - ( a - p ' - ap a - p ). 
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Treating (7.39) as (7.33), and following the exact same procedure leads to the Bayes prediction 

using EBE in the lagged dependent variable model with autocorrelated disturbances. 

From ( 7.37 ), for l = 1, and by repeated substitution, 

" YT+ 11T = E(a I Y)YT + E(P I y)xT+ 1 + 0 
" " 

YT+21T = E (a I Y)YT+ 1/T + E <PI y)xT+2 + 0 

" " YT+liT = E (a I Y)YT+l-11T + E (p I y)xT+l + 0. 

Thus 

" I /- 1 YT+liT = [£(a I Y)IYT + E (p I y)[xT+l + E (a I y)xT+l-1 + ··· + E (a I Y) XT+ ii (7.40) 

is called the recursive Bayes predictor of YT+J • Thus when each posterior mean is replaced by its 

EBE , we obtain the predictor of YT+J using EBE . Moreover, it is easy to show that the resulting 

predictor is consistent to the linear Bayes predictor ( LBP ). Note that as the sample size T ap-

proaches infinity, the difference between the predictors (7.38) and (7.40) can be shown to be 

O(T- 1) • This follows from the fact that the asymptotic variance is O(T- 1) • In most time series 

models, the predictions are built up recursively. 

7 .4 The Best Linear Unbiased Predictor When the Disturbances of the 

Model are Serially Correlated 

Consider the multiple linear regression model 

Yt = x'cl1 + Ur t = l, ... ,T (7.41) 
' 
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or 

y=XU+u 

where 

u = (ut> ... , ur)' - WS(O, V), V * I, V > 0. 

i.e. Eusur * 0 for any s,t = l, .... ,T. 

Let Yr+~r be the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) of Yr+t, then 

Yr+~T = c'y, (7.42) 

where c is T x 1 constant vector. Because of the unbiasedness of Yr+~T, 

E (yT+I - Yr+11r) = 0 

i.e. E (x' T+ 1P + ur+ 1 - c'(Xil + u)) = 0, 

which implies that 

x'r+I - c'X = 0. (7.43) 

Moreover, to minimize the MSE E(yr+t - Yr+~r)2 under (7.43) , we have to minimize 

E(ur+1- c'u)2 + 2'!::_(x'r+1- c'X) 

where'!::_ is the Lagrange's multiplier. After simplifying this yields 

cr}+ 1 + c'Vc - 2c'w + 2'!::_(x'r+I - c'X) 

where w = £(ur+ 1u) and E Ut+1 = crh1• Taking derivatives with respect to c and'!::_ and setting them 

equal zero yields 
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" " 2 Ve - 2w + 2A.X = 0 
" x'r+I - c'X = 0 

or 

Thus 

from which we have 

c = V- 1[1 - X(X'V- 1X)- 1X'V- 1]w 

+ V- 1X(X'V-IX)- 1xr+l· 

Thus the BLUP of YT+I is given by 

(7.44) 

Its MSE is 

MSE <Yr+11r) = E <Yr+! - Yr+~r)2 = cr}+1 + ~'V~ - 2~'w 
= cr}+1 + x'r+i(X'V- 1X)- 1xr+I + w'(V- 1 - V- 1X(X'V- 1X)- 1X'V- 1)w 

- 2[x'r+i(X'V-tX)- 1X'V- 1w + w'{I- V- 1X(X'V- 1X)- 1X'}V- 1wJ 
= cr}+1 + x'r+t<X'V- 1X)- 1xr+l - 2x'r+t<X'V- 1X)- 1X'V- 1w 

- w'(/ - V- 1X(X'V-IX)- 1X']V- 1w 

= cr}+1 + x'r+i(X'V-tX)- 1xr+/ - 2x'r+t<X'V-IX)- 1X'V- 1w 

- w'V- 1w + w'V- 1X(X'V- IX)- 1X'V- 1w 

= cr}+1 + (xr+1- X'V- 1w)'(X'V- 1X)- 1(xr+ 1- X'V- 1w) - w'V- 1w. 
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7 .5 The Empirical Linear Bayes Predictor (ELBP) 

Consider the multiple linear regression model 

y = Xjl + u, u - WS(O, er2!) (7.45) 

jl - WS(J!, V) i.e. jl = 1! + E, E - WS(O, V) 

where u, and~ are uncorrelated. Given y = (y11 ••• ,yr)' and X, let 

,.. 
YT+liT = a+ c'y (7.46) 

be a linear Bayes predictor (LBP) for Yr+i· Then 

,.. ,.. 2 
MSE (yT+llT) = E (yT+liT - YT+/) 

= E[a + (c'X- x'r+i)Jl + c'u - ur+tl2 

= E[a + (c'X - x'r+t)J.!: + (c'X- x'r+t)E + c'u - ur+i (7.47) 

=[a+ (c'X- x'r+1)u.J2 + (c'X- x'r+ 1)V(c'X- x'r+ 1)' 

+ er2c'!c + er}+ 1 - 2c'w 

where w = cov(u, Ur+ 1), er}+ 1 = Var Ur+i· Using the Chipman's method (1964) to minimize MSE ( 

Yr+~r) yields 

And from 

we have 

,.. 
a= (x'r+t - c'X)g. 

,.. 

aMSE (yT+~T) = 2er2!c - 2w + 2XV(X'c - Xr+1) = 0, ac 
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~ = (cr2L + XVX')- 1(w + XVxr+1·) 

Thus 

-
where Ji is LBE of Ii. Note that YrHr does not include cr2 since w contains cr2 too. 

The equality(+) in (7.50) is gotten as follows: 

where 

Yr+~r= x'r+1(U + VX'(cr2L + XVX')- 1(y - Xu)) 

+ w'(cr2L + XVX')- 1(y - Xu) 
- -

= x' r+ Jii + w'cr - 2L -1(y - XIi) 

-
(cr2L + XVX')- 1(y - Xu)= cr- 2L- 1(y - Xft) 

The last equality follows from the following equalities. Now 

-
11 = l! + VX'(cr2L + XVX')- 1(y - Xu), 

XJi = X!! + XVX'(cr2L + XVX')- 1(y - X!!) 
-

y - XJ1 = (y - Xu) - XVX'(cr2L + XVX')- 1(y - Xu) 

= cr2L(cr2L + XVX')-1(y - Xu) 

which completes the result. 

(7.49) 

This shows that the LBP (7.50) for Yr+t coincides with the BLUP of Yr+i when the GLSE of ft for 

the latter model is replaced by the linear Bayes estimator of Ii . 
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If w and V are replaced by their corresponding consistent estimators ( see chapter 5 ) and il by its 

ELBE, we obtain the predictor of Yr+t using ELBE or ELBP of Yr+t. Moreover, it is easily shown 

that the resulting predictor is consistent to the LBP. 

By combining the methods discussed in Section 6.3 and this section we can obtain the empirical 

linear Bayes predictor for Yr+t given Yr= (yt> ... ,yr)' in the autoregressive linear model with 

autocorrelated disturbances. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions· 

I. Conclusions 

In this study, we considered the EB approach to the squared error loss estimation problem in the 

multinormal case with varying mean and variance. Using the information contained in (X1i .... , X") 

from past component problems and X0 from the present problem, we exhibited, for each n > 0, 

two classes of estimators ft and ft for ~ , one for the case when nothing is known about the support 

of the prior distribution and the other for the case when it is known that the prior distribution has 

a compact support. We have shown that for y > 0, ft is a.o. 0(( log n) 2~\) uniformly over the class 

of all prior distributions satisfying certain moment conditions dependent on y , whereas for 

0 < y' < 1, ft is shown to be a.o. O(n 2<~J'P> (log n)<H 1>il2) uniformly over the class of all prior dis-

tributions with compact support. Thus, we have given procedures for constructing EB estimators 

asymptotically optimal in the multinormal case. It should be noted that it is no longer necessary 

that each component problem be identical distributed, that is, the mean and variance may vary with 

each component problem. 

Different applications of the above results are exhibited. They not only extend Martz and 

Krutchkoff's results (1969) , but also generalize Li and Hui's results (1983 a, b) . 
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In contrast to the EB approach, we presented the ELB approach to the squared error loss esti-

mation problem in wide sense distribution with mean and variance specified but unknown. Using 

the information contained in (X11 ••• , XN) from past component problems and X0 from the present 

problem, we exhibited, for each N > 0, the ELB estimator Qy for!! . We showed that Qy is con-

sistent to LB estimator g_· for!! and is asymptotically optimal which satisfies certain moment con-

ditions. 

Various applications of the above results are exhibited. They not only extend Swamy's results 

(1971 , 1974) , but also generalize Bunke and Gladitz's results ( 1979). 

Predictions using EBE and ELBE are presented. Both of them are asymptotically optimal to the 

Bayes predictor and the linear Bayes predictor, respectively, since the corresponding EBE and 

ELBE are asymptotically optimal to the BE and LBE, respectively. 

II. Comparisons: 

l. EBE and ELBE: which is ''better"? 

- -
(l) To approximate t(X) (ELBE) may be simpler than to approximate t'(X) (EBE), since t(X) 

involves only the constants E ( x ), var x ' E ( ft) and COY ( £! ' x ) ' which for some families f ( 

x, !! ) are easy to estimate from observations x1, ••. , Xy. 

(2) For G belonging (or being close to belonging) to some special parametric family of distribution· 
-

functions, t'(X) is in fact a linear function of X , so that t(X) and t'(X) are identical. 
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(3) For N ~ oo , the EB approach, when feasible, would seem to be better than the ELB approach, 

but for moderate N the ELB approach with rapid convergence (as N tends infinity) may be better 

than the EB approach which converges slowly. 

(4) For the EB and the ELB approaches, the assumptions on the vectors X; can be generalized as 

only independent, not necessarily identically, distributed. 

(5) The empirical Bayes approach to statistical decision theory is applicable when one is confronted 

with an independent sequence of Bayes decision problems having similar structure. The structural 

similarity includes the assumption that there is a prior distribution G on the parameter space, and 

that G is unknown. Such an empirical Bayes approach, in the words of Robbins , "offers certain 

advantages over any approach which ignores the fact that the parameter is itself a random variable 

as well as over any approach which assumes a personal or conventional distribution of the param-

eter not subject to change with experience"(Robbins, 1964). 

(6) Monte Carlo simulations performed by Clemmer and Krutchkoff (1968), Griffin and 

Krutchkoff (1971), Maritz and Lwin (1975), and Martz and Krutchkoff( 1969), among others, have 

shown, how for certain priors the EB procedures often perform at least as good and often better 

than the usual procedures whenever there is even only one past experience of the problem. 

III. Suggestion 

No simulation has been performed in this study. It is suggested that simulations be done in order 

to compare the results with those of the iterative MLE's. 
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